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Light up your class
with movie magic.

Classic Literature

Deepen appreciation of literary classics with live
performances remastered for the big screen.
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GroupSales@Cineplex.com | 1.800.313.4461
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Arouse the senses with
spectacular performances
by the world’s most
renowned company.
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If you’re looking to bring more cultural exploration to your class, bring
your students to your local theatre! From internationally-acclaimed
cultural productions to the latest Hollywood releases, a movie outing is
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Sonic The Hedgehog
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of Teachers to inform its members about the activities and decisions
of the College. The magazine provides a forum for discussion of issues
relevant to the future of teaching and learning, teachers’ professional
learning and standards of practice.
The views expressed in the articles are those of the authors and
do not necessarily represent the official position of the College.
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Read Professionally
Speaking Online!
Did you know that in addition to the print copy
you can also access your magazine online
through three different formats: web-version,
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Just go to oct-oeeo.ca/professionallyspeaking
to access the current and past issues.
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AT THE COLLEGE

1

2

3

PHOTO 1 Delegations from around the world visit the
College to gather information on a range of education
issues. Over the last few months, the College welcomed
groups from Australia, Colombia, Germany (pictured),
France, the Netherlands, China, Korea and Hong Kong.
PHOTO 2 The College participates in community events
across the province as part of our mandate to engage the
public and inform Ontarians about what we do. Recently,
College staff spoke with parents at community events in
Burlington, Scarborough (pictured), Toronto and Whitby.
PHOTO 3 This past fall, College Chair Nicole van
Woudenberg, OCT, addressed a group of teacher
candidates at York University in Toronto, touching
on the ethical standards for the profession, the role
of the College, and more.

PHOTOS: ONTARIO COLLEGE OF TEACHERS

4

5

PHOTO 4 The College is proud to display Ontario students’
art. (Visit oct-oeeo.ca/studentart to find out more.)
Recently the College featured artwork with a mental health
awareness theme created by Ontario Certified Teacher
Melissa Morris’s Grade 4 and 5 students, at École Owen
Public School with the Toronto District School Board.
PHOTO 5 In September, members of the College’s Editorial
Board met to review articles for the December issue of
Professionally Speaking and Pour parler profession.
Board members consider themes and ideas for upcoming
editions, looking for a balanced mix of content to serve
the College’s diverse membership.
December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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2020 Annual Language Arts Conference
Thursday, February 20th & Friday, February 21st
Sheraton Centre Hotel, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Steve Russell

Tanya Talaga
Thursday Special Opening Keynote,
and Indigenous Presentation
by Suzanne and Cedar Smoke

Todd Parr

Thursday Luncheon Keynote

Andrea Beaty

Max Eisen

Friday Luncheon Keynote

Sirk Productions

Friday Breakfast Keynote

Esi Edugyan

Thursday Banquet Keynote

2020 SUPERSTAR SPEAKERS include Kylene Beers & Bob Probst, Mary Bigler, Anne Burke,
Karen Filewych, Adrienne Gear, Vicki Grant, Lori Jamison, Marthe Jocelyn, Kathy Kacer, Diane Kashin,
Steven Layne, Diya Lim, Lesley Livingston, Tanny McGregor, Jeff Nathan, Ellin Oliver Keene,
Barbara Reid, Pernille Ripp, David A. Robertson, Mr. (John) Schu, Richard Scrimger,
Greg Smedley Warren, Larry Swartz, Kevin Sylvester, Ted Staunton, Teresa Toten, and Clarissa Willis.
Visit our web site for details at www.readingfortheloveofit.com
Association
Hosted by the East York-Scarborough

FROM THE CHAIR

Calling All OCTs
Why you should serve on Council.

BY NICOLE VAN WOUDENBERG, OCT,
AND TIM GERNSTEIN, OCT
@Nicole_OCTOEEO @TGern

PHOTO: MATTHEW PLEXMAN

A

s we near the end of 2019, we await what lies ahead
for the new year. We know changes are coming to
enhance the College Council’s governance structure.
As the Chair and Vice-Chair of the eighth Council, we know
there are many Ontario Certified Teachers (OCTs) who hold
varied experiences and would be assets serving the public
interest on Council and committees.
We would like to take this time to reflect on our own
experiences as OCTs in relation to understanding good
governance principles and contributing to Council decisions and the work of committees. As a Council member,
understanding the role of the College and its four core
mandated activities (licensing, setting standards and
accrediting, investigating, adjudicating) brings clarity.
We don’t represent a constituency, we make decisions
in the public interest; in that sense we prevent undue
influence and maintain public confidence in the profession. In each of our experiences as classroom teachers,
union representatives, volunteers with NGOs, and even a
career prior to teaching, we have gained knowledge and
skills that are applicable to serving on Council.
Planning with colleagues is really no different from
working on various Council committees, except for the

content. We make decisions in our classrooms based
on good pedagogy and ongoing student assessment.
We make our Council and committee decisions based
on good governance practice and ongoing research.
One of the most obvious skills we apply all the time is
moving motions and debating the merits that set the
direction for self-regulation.
Both of us gained knowledge and practical experience
through our respective affiliations, Nicole having served on
her association’s legislative committee and Tim serving on
his local political action committee and being a regular
delegate to his AGM.
The key to success is that the Council maintains
accountability and transparency to the public. This is a
practice that all OCTs exemplify when they assess and
evaluate students, and it is transferable to serving the
public interest. We encourage you to reflect on your
varied experiences like we have and consider serving
on Council and committees in future. PS

December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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CONTINUING

TEACHER

EDUC ATION
P R O G R A M
• Additional Qualification Courses
• Principal’s Qualification Program (Part 1 and 2)
• International Educator Certificate (IEC)
Programme for IB Qualifications

REGISTER NOW!
4 Winter 2020 Deadline: January 5, 2020
4 Spring 2020 – Open for Registration: November 13, 2019
4 Spring 2020 – Deadline: April 5, 2020

REGISTER TODAY!
www.uwindsor.ca/education/continuing
E: aq@uwindsor.ca or ib@uwindsor.ca
P: 519.253.3000 ext. 6734

REGISTRAR’S REPORT

Taking Time
to Reflect

Questioning is among the most
important tools educators can use.
BY MICHAEL SALVATORI, OCT
@Michael_OCTOEEO

“It’s not that I am so smart. It’s just that I stay with the
questions much longer.”
			
				— Albert Einstein

PHOTO: MATTHEW PLEXMAN

A

s I reflect on this observation, my thoughts turn to
cultures of inquiry that teachers establish in classrooms, schools and professional learning communities. Reflecting on questions and pondering them at length
is critical to the teaching and learning dynamic.
I believe questions and questioning techniques are
among the most important tools that we have as educators.
Early in my career, I learned about the Socratic method of
asking and answering questions to initiate critical thinking,
challenge assumptions and generate ideas.
While many aspects of my teaching methods have
changed over the years, my reliance on well-articulated,
thoughtful inquiry remains constant. What I have adapted
to is the environment and the timing of the introduction of
questions. In his book A More Beautiful Question: The Power

of Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough Ideas, Warren Berger asks,
“Why questions,” and answers “It’s necessary to stop doing
and stop knowing in order to start asking.”
Setting aside our biases and creating a space for inquiry
and discovery is critical to our capacity to open ourselves
to new possibilities, ways of thinking and being. The College
has developed a number of resources to help create and
maintain cultures of inquiry. I recommend the resource
kit, Standards in Practice: Fostering Professional Inquiry,
available at oct-oeeo.ca/inquiry.
Following Berger’s advice, I am taking the 2020 calendar
year to stop and create a space to reflect and engage in
inquiry of my own. I am taking a sabbatical and looking
forward to the opportunity to pose some questions and
follow the path they illuminate. In the meantime, Council has
appointed Joe Jamieson, OCT, as interim CEO and Registrar.
See you in 2021! PS

December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Tell us what
you think!

Professionally Speaking welcomes letters to the editor. We reserve the right to edit
letters for length and to conform to our publication style. To be considered for publication,
letters should be in response to an article or ad published in the magazine and include the
writer’s daytime phone number and registration number. Address letters to: The Editor,
Professionally Speaking at ps@oct.ca or 101 Bloor St. W., Toronto, ON M5S 0A1.

When classroom activities
are in conflict with beliefs
This is in response to the article about showing inclusiveness to the LGBTQ community in the June issue of
Professionally Speaking. We know that our boards place
much importance on inclusion. But we need to dig deeper
and realize that this might not always be in line with
teachers’ and students’ religious convictions. How do we
show inclusion and freedom to these teachers and students? Are they given enough freedom for their beliefs?
Being an occasional teacher, I have stepped into classrooms and been required to follow up on projects already in
progress where students were engaged in assignments like
making posters in support of LGBTQ students and families.
I often think to myself, do these assignments take into
consideration the kids and teachers whose religious beliefs
do not support these lessons? Do the parents and guardians
of these students grant permission for them to do such
assignments? And are all the teachers given freedom of
choice when it comes to administering such assignments?
How can teachers go against their conscience and assign
work that’s not in tune with their core belief? I do agree

Professional
Practice
Maintaining student attention levels in the classroom is
often difficult for teachers; it affects both the seasoned
and the new. After experiencing this challenge first-hand
and trying various approaches throughout my career,
I eventually landed on a technique that works well for me;
it starts with getting to know your students’ character!
Once you’ve accomplished that, I suggest you try doing
a physical warm-up at the beginning of each class,
as well as incorporating mindfulness meditation and
deep breathing exercises — this is what I’ve found has
helped me handle my more rambunctious classes.
(For instance, one combination is jumping jacks or
lunges followed by yoga poses.)
Every group and teacher is different, but if you begin
with this approach, you can then fine-tune it to what
will work best for you and your students within your
learning environment.
DAVID PARMER, OCT
TORONTO DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD
HAVE A CLASSROOM IDEA TO SHARE?
Send it to us at ps@oct.ca and your advice could
be published in an upcoming issue! Check out
our Professional Practice Research archive at
oct-oeeo.ca/research.

Amp Up Your Eco-Education

ILLUSTRATION: KIM SALT

BY STEFAN DUBOWSKI
How about Grade 5 math? Try Playing with Decimals, a
lesson in which students explore cost-of-living differences
between developed and developing countries. Grade 8
arts? Try Antifreeze; Anti Fish, a play that illustrates the
relationship between storm drains and water ecosystems.
If you’re not sure where to start, visit the Hot Topics tab
for a calendar of environmental events like World Food Day,
Waste Reduction Week and the COP 24: UN Climate Change
Conference, all of which you can use as jumping-off points
for classroom activities.
The Ministry of Education’s elementary-level resource
guide Environmental Education: Scope and Sequence of
Expectations, explains that students require the knowledge
and skills to understand the complex issues that affect the
environment, both now and in the future. With Resources
for Rethinking, you will find a range of tools that will help
students reach this increasingly important goal.

t was two years ago when Ian and
Stephanie Clark noticed their middle
child, AJ (not his real name) — seven
years old and in Grade 2 — was acting
out. “For most of the year, there was a
surface-level explanation: AJ was
being a kid and trying to test boundaries,” Stephanie says. “Then, before
the school year ended, AJ shared that
he wanted to wear girls’ clothes, but
feared this form of self-expression
would not be accepted.” The couple —
who use plural pronouns “they, them
and their” when referring to their
biologically male child — were stunned
by AJ’s sense of self-awareness. But
sadly, Stephanie says, AJ’s (and her)
worries didn’t come out of left field.
Despite living in a diverse town, “the
LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, two spirit and queer) community does face biases, discrimination
and the struggle for acceptance.”
This intolerance continues to creep
into classrooms across the province,
even though there are policies and
legislation meant to protect students
(including Ontario’s Equity and
Inclusive Education policy). A Manitoba Teachers’ Society study published in 2015 called The Every Teacher
Project on LGBTQ-Inclusive Education
in Canada’s K–12 Schools is riddled

36 Professionally Speaking June 2019

with dire statistics: 49 per cent of
educators report hearing homophobic
comments (“that’s so gay”) daily or
weekly; 55 per cent were aware of
LGBTQ kids, who had experienced
harassment, engaging in self-harming;
and though 97 per cent of teachers say
their school is safe, the number
nosedives when focusing on LGBTQ
students’ well-being. Egale Canada
Human Rights Trust (an organization
that promotes inclusion and informs
public policy) found 44 per cent of
trans students are likely to miss
classes due to safety concerns.
Fortunately, there’s a good-news
story to tell: Research shows the vast
majority of teachers are aware and
supportive of LGBTQ-inclusive education (including Professionally Speaking’s
readers, who asked for more coverage
on the topic in the latest reader survey).
David Parmer, OCT, a secondary science
teacher at Toronto’s Dr. Norman Bethune
Collegiate Institute, says he’s made a
conscious effort to keep these students
top of mind over his 25 years of teaching.
“I’m fully aware of the statistics that
show suicide rates among LGBTQ youth
is very high, and it’s important to me to
create a safe and welcoming space. I
strive to have my students feel represented in our classroom.”

Perhaps you share Parmer’s passion
but don’t feel well versed or trained in
creating a more inclusive environment
— you’re not alone. Many teachers say
they could use a boost of confidence and
knowledge to help them better connect
with and teach LGBTQ students. We
spoke to educators who are successfully
incorporating the curriculum and
prioritizing the visibility of all students
in their classrooms. Here’s their advice.
1. PRACTICE SELF-REFLECTION
It’s not the most obvious first step,
but the College’s Deputy Registrar Joe
Jamieson, OCT, says it’s incumbent
upon educators to demonstrate care,
trust, respect and integrity in the
workplace. That’s why it’s important
to look inward. “Ask ‘Do I have any
biases about the LGBTQ community?’”
he says. “If you have a negative
perception, that’s something that
needs work; it will be hard to interact
with the necessary care and respect
these students deserve.”
2. SOAK UP KNOWLEDGE
“The feeling of being intimidated by a
lack of knowledge or training is common. However, we’ve found that the
best way to overcome our apprehensions has been to find opportunities

where we can learn and gain confidence,” says Tess Della-Pieta, OCT, a
teacher at École secondaire catholique
Pierre-Savard in Ottawa. As one of
several LGBTQ advocates in her school,
Della-Pieta says her administration’s
support has allowed staff to not only
go to seminars, but to develop their
own educational forums. “A few years
ago, we organized and hosted the first
annual ‘Rencontre interscolaire’—
a one-day conference with workshops
and guest panels discussing current
issues, tools, next steps and future
goals within our board.”
As a member of the LGBTQ community, John Paul Kane, OCT, who teaches
primary grades in Toronto, says getting
acquainted with students who identify
as LGBTQ takes initiative. “Request
professional development, and reach
out to Gay-Straight Alliances and
colleagues in neighbouring schools
where there are programs to create
inclusive and safe spaces. Visit to see
them in action.” Kane says each school
should have an equity representative
who liaises with their board’s equity
department. “If you don’t have an
equity rep, become one.” The College
offers an Additional Qualification
course on teaching LGBTQ students.
(See sidebar for details.)
June 2019 Professionally Speaking
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with this line in the article: “It’s incumbent upon educators
to demonstrate care, trust, respect and integrity in the
workplace.” But how can we demonstrate integrity when
we do something which is against what we believe?
Nancy George, OCT, is an occasional teacher who
teaches junior/intermediate math in the York Region
District School Board.

Yoga’s place in the classroom: an ongoing debate

IN YOUR CLASSROOM

You know the three Rs of environmentalism: Reduce, Reuse
and Recycle, but how about Rethink? Resources for Rethinking
(r4r.ca), a website with English and French lesson plans,
books, videos and more, invites students to think comprehensively about biodiversity, climate change and other
matters of sustainability — either as a stand-alone subject
or linking it to topics such as math, social studies and art.
The non-profit Learning for a Sustainable Future (LSF)
created the site and has teachers review featured resources
(which are matched to the Ontario curriculum), making it easy
to find material for all grades and subject matter. Simply use
the handy home-page, pull-down menu to search by level,
topic and jurisdiction.
For instance, are you teaching Grade 10 business and
commerce? If so, the site recommends Chew on This,
a book on the fast food industry that outlines the environmental impact of large-scale meat production facilities.

I

16 Professionally Speaking March 2019

I am writing in response to the letter about yoga and faith-based practices in
the classroom published in the June edition of Professionally Speaking, as well
as the two subsequent letters in the September issue.
I would like to offer a different point of view as a teacher in a Catholic
school board. As a Catholic teacher, I believe that my job is not only teaching
the curriculum, but also teaching the Catholic faith and integrating it into
various subjects. Since yoga has roots in Hinduism, I would not feel comfortable practising it or teaching it to my students. One of the letters in the
previous issue of this magazine suggested that such a view could be xenophobic, but I see this as a way to protect the rights and beliefs of teachers
and students. There needs to be a way in which teachers or students who are
not comfortable with certain practices are not made to feel like they are
obligated to participate in them.
In addition, I believe that it is appropriate for Catholic schools to integrate their faith into the entire school curriculum (within Catholic schools)
and that at least from this angle, yoga — a faith-based practice — would
not be appropriate.
Anastasia Chvedova, OCT, is a kindergarten to Grade 6 occasional teacher
with the Ottawa Catholic District School Board.
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PS POLL

Compassion in Action
Here are the Top 10 ways teachers get involved in their community,
their profession and beyond, courtesy of our latest poll.
1.

 ontribute time or resources
C
to charitable organizations that
support children or education.

6.

 oach or take part in a community
C
sports team or athletic organization.

2.

Contribute to local food banks.

7.

 olunteer time in support of political
V
or professional organizations.

3.

 onate resources to local shelters
D
and clothing banks.

8.

 upport social justice causes
S
and associations.

4.

 entor youth and young
M
professionals in the field.

9.

5.

 upport a group or cultural or
S
religious event in my community.

 ake part in activities or contribute
T
resources in support of the
environment.

10. W
 rite a blog/host a podcast/share
resources online for other teachers.

December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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IN YOUR PROFESSION

Don’t forget
to pay your
2020 fee

Pop Quiz
with
Jake Stika

The annual member
fee is due.

BY LAURA BICKLE

If your fee is not deducted
through payroll, please make
sure to pay the College directly.

It’s easy.
Submit your fee:
• By debit or credit card
online at oct.ca
• Via your bank or
financial institution
Use the seven-digit invoice
number we assigned to you
the last time you paid your
annual member fee as your
online account number.
Please call us if you’ve
forgotten or don’t have it.
• Via the College’s app
• By phone at 416.961.8800
(toll-free in Ontario at
1.888.534.2222)

We’re going
paperless in 2020!
In place of printed packages,
your 2020 membership
information is available through
our new and improved mobile
app. Download it now at
oct-oeeo.ca/member_app.

The deadline for
receipt of payment
is April 15, 2020.
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What does it mean to “be a man?” That question is being explored and redefined
by Next Gen Men, a Canadian organization that promotes positive masculinities,
healthy relationships and gender equity in schools, communities and workplaces
across Canada. “When young men are given permission to be their whole selves
and shed the confines of the man-box, they will show up healthier and happier
in their communities, including schools,” says Jake Stika, executive director.
We asked Stika to share how Next Gen Men’s mission can help students.

Tell us about Next Gen Men.
Our after-school program for boys
explores positive, healthy ways to “be
a man,” as well as leadership skills,
self-confidence, empathy, emotional
intelligence and self-awareness. It
also builds skills for recognizing and
preventing mental illness, and
explores what a healthy relationship
looks like, how to practise consent,
and how to be a good friend.
We also offer custom workshops
and presentations for youth as well as
capacity building for administrators,
educators and youth workers.
Why is this type of program important?
Every one of us knows what is implied
by “man up” or “boys will be boys.”
These cultural assumptions tie into so
many aspects of boys’ and men’s lives,
including their mental and physical
well-being, their relationships with
partners and their peers, as well as
how they handle adversity. It is
important to role model new possibilities as boys transition into young men.
Next Gen Men seeks to redefine
traditional ideals of masculinity to be
inclusive of many masculinities, to
have healthy relationships based on
equity, and to challenge homophobia,
transphobia and misogyny.

How can teachers promote
healthy masculinity?
The most important thing teachers can
do is to hold space for each young man
to be himself. It’s difficult enough to
navigate adolescence without authority figures dictating how you should be
rather than creating an invitation to
what you could be. Additionally, I think
that it’s important for educators to
understand the impacts of gender and
masculinity on young men’s social and
emotional development. I recommend
Rachel Giese’s Boys: What It Means to
Become a Man or Michael Reichert’s
How to Raise a Boy, as well as the
documentary The Mask You Live In and
podcasts like Modern Manhood and
Breaking the Boycode (both connected
to Next Gen Men).
How can schools bring the program
to their students?
We’ve primarily worked in the York
Region District School Board. This fall
we’re looking to broaden our footprint
in Toronto. Schools can contact us at
info@nextgenmen.ca.
Since we have a wait list, we’re
starting a pilot project called Next Gen
Mentors and encourage educators to
reach out to us if they would like to
start a boy’s club at their school.

PHOTO: NEXT GEN MEN

Protect your good standing
status and preserve your ability
to teach in an Ontario publicly
funded school.

IN YOUR PROFESSION

By the Numbers:
Growing Eco-Education
Green-focused learning and achievements
in Ontario schools.

TWEET SHEET
Follow what's trending in the
education Twitterverse.
Follow us on Twitter @OCT_OEEO

TED-Ed

TED-Ed’s mission is to spark
and celebrate the ideas
of students and teachers
throughout the world.

BY STEVE BREARTON

ECO-LEADERSHIP

1 million

Ontario students engaged in environmental learning and action in 2018–19.
Number of teacher, administrator, student
and parent members who were part of
EcoTeams (organized by EcoSchools Canada), helping green their schools in 2018–19.

50,000
$1 million

Ontario provincial funding to create up
to 190 elementary school edible gardens
during the 2018–19 calendar year.

489K
FOLLOWERS

@TED_ED

Open conversations about
mental illness help erode
stigma and make it easier
for people to ask for help.
So let’s talk about it. For
#WorldMentalHealthDay,
check out some of our lessons
relating to mental health.

Child Trends

Research organization
focused exclusively on improving the lives of children
and youth, especially those
who are most vulnerable.

GREEN GROWTH
ONTARIO SCHOOLS BY ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION:

48
344
1,173
1,552
2,973
3,470

@ChildTrends

26K
FOLLOWERS

Ensuring that trans youth are
referred to according to their
identified genders, and with
their chosen names, is a critical
factor in establishing supportive and safe environments for
them. #PronounsDay

CanGeo Education
2018–19
PLATINUM ECOSCHOOL* CERTIFIED

2014–15
ECOSCHOOL CERTIFIED

NON-CERTIFIED

IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
BOARDS WITH 100 PER CENT OF SCHOOLS RECEIVING
ECOSCHOOL CERTIFICATION
2017–18
2018–19

1
6

*K–12 schools in Ontario earn EcoSchool certiﬁcation by demonstrating achievements in environmental
learning and action. Sources: EcoSchools Canada, Enerlife Consulting and Ontario Ministry of Finance.

Spreading geographical
literacy in classrooms across
Canada since 1993. A joint
initiative between the Royal
Canadian Geographical Society and National Geographic.
@CanGeoEdu

8,140
FOLLOWERS

If you’re interested in renting
our Canada From Space Giant
Floor Map (an 8m x 11m map
comprising images taken
by Canada’s RADARSAT-2
and the first of its kind!),
visit oct-oeeo.ca/
CanadaFromSpaceMap
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IN YOUR CLASSROOM

Professional
Practice
In my adult learning class, I had groups of three or four
students identify the most remarkable person in the
school and present their choice to a panel of community
members made up of the school principal, a teacher,
a police officer and businesspeople.
The groups had to develop selection criteria and a
work method, do a survey, compile nominations, carry
out interviews and arrive at a consensus. To make
matters a little more complicated, they had to discuss
their choice without identifying him or her so as not to
influence the panel.
The students couldn’t have been more engaged.
Challenges that seemed overwhelming at first turned
out to be real motivators. The students themselves
were remarkable!
SYLVIE PLANTE, OCT, A TEACHER AT THE CENTRE
D’ÉDUCATION DES ADULTES IN NEW LISKEARD, ONT.

HAVE A CLASSROOM IDEA TO SHARE?
Send it to us at ps@oct.ca and your advice could
be published in an upcoming issue! Check out
our Professional Practice Research archive at
oct-oeeo.ca/research.

Naturally Curious
Here’s a way to boost your inquiry know-how and bring
perspectives from Canada’s Indigenous cultures into your
lessons. Natural Curiosity 2nd Edition is a guide designed
to help you spark big questions among your students.
This is the updated version of the program published by the
Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study (JICS) Laboratory
School at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
(OISE)/University of Toronto. Originally a program to bring
inquiry to environmental education, the new edition
introduces Indigenous perspectives to the process,
responding to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission
of Canada’s call to action for educators to help students
understand and respect First Nations.
This new version puts the Indigenous point of view at the
heart of the program. It delves into four different branches
of the inquiry process (inquiry and engagement, experiential
learning, integrated learning and sustainability), providing both
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the JICS and the Indigenous perspectives for each one, and
gives you and your students a new way to approach learning
across a range of subjects. The guide also provides plenty of
examples and stories from teachers who already incorporate
inquiry in their classrooms across Ontario. You’ll find tools and
activities designed to support students’ developing awareness
of ecological and social justice issues as well.
The book’s creators point out that while teaching students
about First Nations is important, it’s even more important
to give young learners appreciation for the way different
Indigenous cultures think about the world, as a steppingstone to respect. As the book’s authors write, “The greatest
opportunities lie beyond cross-cultural awareness of issues
and content, and involve profound challenges to how we
learn, and how we live.”
Borrow Natural Curiosity 2nd Edition from the Margaret
Wilson Library or purchase it at naturalcuriosity.ca.

ILLUSTRATION: NAZARIO GRAZIANO/COLAGENE

BY STEFAN DUBOWSKI

IN YOUR CLASSROOM

Apps Analysis
BY STEFAN DUBOWSKI

Thinkrolls: Kings & Queens

Toca Lab: Elements

Forest: Stay focused

A royally fun followup to the original
Thinkrolls game, in this version players
use logic, problem-solving and determination to get their characters rolling the
right way through a fairy-tale landscape
with dungeons, dragons and other ye
olde surprises. Move the obstacles to
clear the path; learn physics principles
as you go. The app includes one set of
puzzles for children five to eight, and
another set for eight and up — and they
all tie in with subjects such as simple
machines (introduced in Grade 2) and
overall educational goals like analysis
and perseverance.

This app introduces elementary-grade
scientists to all 118 elements on the
periodic table, giving each substance its
own personality to help highlight their
properties. Players can try lab tools like
the centrifuge and the Bunsen burner
— and find out how the elements
change when you separate them or heat
them up. It’s a fun stepping-stone to
experimentation and understanding
the periodic table, which students will
encounter for real in Grade 9 chemistry.
The developers note the depictions of
the elements are just for fun, designed
to help children engage with chemistry.

An app for middle and high school
students who can’t seem to put their
phones down: you plant a seed, which
grows into a beautiful tree. But it only
works if you don’t leave the app to
check your texts, posts or emails, or to
play games. Can’t resist being distracted? Your tree withers, incentivizing you
to keep your hands off your device and
your mind focused on whatever task
you may have at hand, be it homework
or piano practise or even simply
engaging in real life. It helps students
practise self-regulation, a veritable
root of the Ontario curriculum.

DEVICE Apple, Android
SOURCE Apple App Store
($5.49), Google Play ($5.99)
RATING 4+, Everyone

DEVICE Apple, Android
SOURCE Apple App Store
($5.49), Google Play ($5.49)
RATING 4+, Everyone

DEVICE Apple, Android
SOURCE Apple App Store
($2.79), Google Play (free)
RATING 4+, Everyone

2020 College Conference
Keynote speakers
Senator Murray Sinclair
Former Chief Commissioner of
the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission
Blaise Aguirre, MD
Child and adolescent
psychiatrist

Toronto Marriott
Downtown Eaton Centre
June 2-3, 2020
For more information, visit oct.ca.
Early bird registration ends February 28, 2020.
English and French workshops
focused on:

• professional regulation;
• protecting the public interest; and
• topics of interest to employers of
Ontario Certified Teachers.

#OCTConf
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live it up

Whether you are working or retired…
life has a lot of perks and we want to
make sure you enjoy them all.
Simply sign up and download the app to access 1000s of
exclusive discounts from brand names and local favourites
as you shop, eat and play.

Go for it!

ontarioteachers.venngo.com

rto-ero.venngo.com

TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Listen Up!
Podcasts are exploding in popularity, with more than 750,000 — and counting —
to choose from. Plenty are immersive, engaging and tailored for younger listeners.
And nearly all of them are free, making them a great tool to bring into the classroom.

ILLUSTRATION: AMAËL ISNARD/COLAGENE

BY CAELI MAZARA

1. Stuff You Should Know free!
This award-winning podcast from the makers of How Stuff
Works covers a plethora of topics, from the light and fluffy
(“Mermaids: Not a real thing”) to the more serious (“How
Panic Attacks Work”). Your students will enjoy the conversational approach to some of the biggest issues of our time.
GRADES 9 to 12 | VISIT stuffyoushouldknow.com/podcasts

5. Tai Asks Why and The Secret Life of Canada free!
Ponder big questions like Should we trust our gut? (Tai).
Or take an immersive dive into the history of marginalized
Canadians (Secret Life). These CBC podcasts are now classroom ready, with lesson plans, activities and homework.
GRADES 6 to 8 (Tai Asks Why), 10 to 12 (Secret Life of Canada).
VISIT cbc.ca/radio/podcasts

2. The Adaptors free!
How will humans adapt to life on a warming planet? The
podcast looks at solutions that may be around the corner.
Some are unexpected: cat eyes on humans, for example.
Or a Lego car that runs on compressed air. Hopeful and
practical, the podcast aims to empower and spark creativity.
GRADES 6 to 12 | VISIT soundcloud.com/the-adaptors

6. Becoming Mother Nature free!
Twelve-year-old Chloe learns she is Mother Nature’s heir, and
must prepare for the awesome responsibility ahead. Peppered with lessons about global warming, extreme weather
and environmental activism, this 10-episode serial podcast
is also full of mystery, adventure and intriguing characters.
GRADES 3 to 7 | VISIT bestrobotever.com

3. Smash Boom Best free!
This debate show takes two topics, sets them up head to
head and asks, “Which is best?” Whether it’s unicorns vs.
dragons, lava vs. quicksand, or libraries vs. museums, your
students will be laughing out loud, absorbing plenty of facts,
and learning how to back up their own ideas along the way.
GRADES 3 to 8 | VISIT brainson.org/pages/smashboombest

7. Entre [French-language podcast] free!
This podcast out of France is narrated by a fictionalized
11-year-old girl who speaks candidly as a young person in a
confusing world. Justine’s relatable stories about middle
school friendships, dreams for her future, and questions about
who she is will spark conversations about identity and more.
GRADES 4 to 6 | VISIT louiemedia.com/entre

4. Origin Stories free!
Produced by The Leakey Foundation, this longer form
podcast looks at human evolution, from our quirks (“Why Do
We Laugh?”) to our shared history with other life on Earth.
Other episodes zoom in on some of the biggest players in
anthropology, including Margaret Mead and Dian Fossey.
GRADES 9 to 12 | VISIT leakeyfoundation.org/originstories

8. Oli [French-language podcast] free!
A wolf who will only eat vegetables, an elf who turns a boy
invisible, and a young girl trying to figure out how the stars
got stuck up in the sky. This series of short stories, written
and brought to life by French authors, will capture students’
imaginations and maybe inspire young storytellers, too.
GRADES K to 2 | VISIT oct-oeeo.ca/OliPodcast
December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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GREAT TEACHING

Failure Is an Option
Messing up is what helps drive learning,
says Lynn Wilkins, OCT.
BY STUART FOXMAN

C

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE
To view our Great Teaching
video archive, visit
oct-oeeo.ca/GTvideos

rash. Crack. Splat. One by one, Lynn Wilkins, OCT, tossed “spaceships”
from the roof of Toronto’s Courcelette Public School. As the vessels hit the
pavement, her Grade 7/8 students rushed to see if the eggs inside survived
intact. Most didn’t.
The test was part of a mission to Mars project, with the eggs meant to represent astronauts. Wilkins had divided the class of 30 into teams of three to four to
build a structure (no parachute) that would protect the eggs. Were the students
disappointed when their eggs broke? Hardly, says Wilkins, who teaches science,
language, math, geography, history and arts.
“There was a lot of laughter and a positive vibe from the kids,” she says.
“If something didn’t work, they were quickly talking about how to improve.”
The project defines how Wilkins approaches teaching. It called for collaboration,
incorporated multiple parts of the curriculum, and was triggered by the students’
own curiosity. Perhaps the most important lesson: embrace failure.
That “f” word is a dirty word to many teachers and students, suggests Wilkins.
It shouldn’t be. She doesn’t want students to walk on eggshells, worried about
making mistakes, never taking chances, or being afraid of giving wrong answers.
“I want them to feel the classroom is a safe space to try and fail,” says Wilkins.
“They should be confident that they can take on problems and overcome adversity.”
What gets in the way? “When you emphasize marks, tests and right answers,
failure becomes scary. That’s outcome-based learning. But learning is a process,
and failure is a part of it.”
When students focus more on the process (with its bumps) and less on
outcomes, they tend to be more relaxed. “Learning becomes organic,” says
Wilkins. “And student achievement goes up.”
December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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Wilkins didn’t set out to be a
teacher. At the University of Toronto,
she played varsity soccer and studied
urban planning, philosophy and
geography. One summer, she coached
at the school’s sports camp. She
loved helping the campers, aged eight
to 15, learn and develop individually
and as a team. Wilkins began thinking
about having that impact in a classroom. “It dawned on me that I could
do this as a career.”
This is her 15th year in it, all at
Courcelette Public School. In 2019,
she received a Certificate of Excellence from the Prime Minister’s
Awards for Teaching Excellence.
“Lynn hones in on the different
strengths of her students, meets
them where they are, and draws
out the skills where they can really
shine,” says colleague Marie Clarke,
OCT, who has worked with Wilkins for
eight years. “With the curriculum,
Lynn also sees the big picture. She’s
a guide and lets students be in the
driver’s seat of their own learning.”
The Mars project came about
because the students showed an
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interest in space, renewable energy
and sustainable living. Wilkins
wants students to have a voice in
what they’re learning, the way they
work together, and how they solve
problems. “That makes it authentic,” she says.
It makes education come alive too.
Teaching from a textbook? “That’s
the death of learning,” says Wilkins.
“When you do that, you’re not focused
on the student.”
The goals of the Mars project: build
a bottle rocket and egg lander, design
a remote-controlled rover with a
hydraulic arm, and create a model of
a habitat. There was an element of
financial literacy too. The students
had a budget for their builds, and
used fake money to “buy” materials
like cardboard, wood, glue and
elastics from Wilkins.
To carry out the project, students
formed “companies” and created
names, logos, slogans, mission
statements, business plans, a
website and a Twitter account. As
they made progress, they had to do
blueprints and short videos of the

building process, and post information pages on their website.
So many aspects of the curriculum
— really, everything Wilkins teaches —
came together in this project. “A
curriculum in isolated siloes isn’t rich,”
she says. “Real life isn’t separate
subjects. I try to integrate everything.
That’s the most important thing a
teacher can do,” she says.
Students can become so engrossed
in the broader challenge that they
don’t consciously think of the core
subject. Which can be a good thing,
says colleague Cathy Shaw, OCT.
“They don’t realize they’re learning
‘math’ or ‘language arts’; it just
sneaks in. That’s a very natural
discovery learning.”
The group nature of the project
is also essential. “Lynn knows that
people have to learn how to resolve
conflict and arrive at a consensus,”
says colleague Deneen Robertson,
OCT. “She’s trying to build life skills
about collaboration and problemsolving. Everyone in the class also has
a role to play and a sense of belonging.
It’s inclusive.”

PHOTOS: MARKIAN LOZOWCHUK

Lynn WIlkins, OCT, engages her Grade 7/8 students in project-based learning, encouraging them to ask questions and make mistakes.

GREAT TEACHING

“When students focus more on the process
and less on outcomes, they are more
relaxed. And achievement goes up.”
“What Lynn does well is have multiple
entry points for students,” agrees
Samantha Gillan, OCT, principal at
Courcelette Public School. “Her projects
have a level of open-endedness. You can
fine-tune the goals, so every child can
be successful based on where they’re
starting from.”
All students can find a way in.
Wilkins describes one who wasn’t
always easy to engage. She knew he
enjoyed Minecraft, an electronic game
where people can build items
in a 3D world. So she suggested he
create his Mars habitat in Minecraft.
He was thrilled. “One thing I do for all
students is leave the door open for
them to propose alternative ways to
present things,” she says.
She gained an appreciation for
varied learning styles toward the end
of her bachelor of education studies
at the University of Toronto — and
not from her classes. Playing soccer,
Wilkins suffered multiple concussions in quick succession. She had a
brain bleed and developed epilepsy.
Prior to that, she did well with
traditional learning. Wilkins could read
something once and remember it.
After, she couldn’t recall information
as easily or sit still as long (it affects
her still). That helped her empathize
with different types of learners. She
explores what makes them tick. “I call
it being a detective,” she says.
She also likes to remove pressure
from students. Because they knew
they’d have a second chance to test
their egg landers, her class felt free
to prototype many models. In the
followup roof drop, they doubled their
success rate from 40 per cent
to 80 per cent.
A former student named Scarlett,
now in Grade 10, says Wilkins encouraged students to raise their hands,
even if they were unsure of the answer.
“She had a rule. Whatever anyone
said, you couldn’t laugh or whisper

about it,” says Scarlett. “You don’t
always get things right on the first try.
But you don’t feel unsuccessful. It
made our class feel supportive.”
Wilkins says success is a topic
at every professional development.
“That mucks the waters. What we
should focus on is making the inevitable failures fun and essential to their
learning,” she says.
She did just that after teachers
noticed that many Courcelette
students were showing anxiety during
math, to the point of tears in some
cases. Wilkins helped design a
school-wide wellness initiative, which
included mindfulness sessions and
fun activities like a numbers-themed
scavenger hunt. Her work helped
inform a school improvement plan.
Over the year, Wilkins often talked
to students across the school about
their feelings toward math, and gave
her own class lots of chances in the
subject. Writing answers on a whiteboard instead of paper, for instance,
reinforced the idea of do-overs. “I
tried to take away their fear and the
intimidation,” she says.
Wilkins practises what she preaches:
“I’m comfortable telling the class I don’t
know something. Maybe it’s a science
experiment I haven’t done before. We’ll
see how it goes. If you don’t take risks,
that’s where you lose the plot.”
Welcoming mistakes as part of the
process, playing with the curriculum,
breaking eggs — in Wilkins’s class,
things aren’t always clean. But there
are no real failures, just ways that
haven’t quite worked that lead to
other paths.
“She allows for creativity to happen
in the classroom,” says Gillan. “Lynn
teaches in a messy way. And there’s
a beauty in that.” PS
The Ontario Certified Teacher featured in this
profile has been recognized with a teaching award
and exemplifies the high standards of practice to
which the College holds the teaching profession.

Make
learning
project based
Lynn Wilkins says projectbased learning helps students find meaning and
motivation. Students take
ownership of a task, learn
collaboration skills, engage
in creative thinking and take
pride in their knowledge.
Here are four things Wilkins
keeps in mind when designing these opportunities.
1) Start with a driving question that arises from student
interests and passions.
“It becomes intrinsically
important when it comes
from them — a solution they
want to find, something
they’re curious about.”
2) Make it relevant. “Link the
project to a question or cause
rooted in the world, so they
see that what they’re doing
has connections and impacts
outside the classroom.”
3) Don’t just emphasize outcomes. “Moving to a process
focus, we can adapt learning
as new questions come up,
alter goals and add different
ideas. The process drives
where we go.”
4) Give students plenty of
opportunities to work a
problem. “The process
isn’t linear but cyclical. Fix
mistakes, take a risk and try
something because you
know you’ll have multiple
chances. This is where
we see deep learning
and creativity.”
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REMARKABLE TEACHER

Great Things in Store

Kim’s Convenience star Paul Sun-Hyung Lee credits
teacher Ron Cole with spotting his storytelling talent
and encouraging his path in the arts.
BY BILL HARRIS

P

aul Sun-Hyung Lee, star of the CBC sitcom Kim’s Convenience, admits he’s
not sure what direction his life would have taken had it not been for his
Grade 10 English teacher, Ron Cole.
“I had the luxury — actually, the privilege — of being taught by some really
fantastic, inspiring people in my youth,” says Lee, who attended Sir Winston
Churchill High School in Calgary. “But if I’m going to name just one, it’s Ron Cole.
He was fantastic because he was the one who really saw that I had this ability to
tell stories that I really enjoyed. Up to that point, I hadn’t really been encouraged
to explore that side of myself, especially with regard to writing.”
While Cole and Lee lost track of each other over the years, Cole, who is retired
now, is gratified by Lee’s kind words.
“It sure is nice to hear this,” Cole says.
Lee, of course, has gained international acclaim for his hilarious role as Appa
in Kim’s Convenience, which debuted on CBC in 2016. The series follows the
antics of the Kims, a Korean-Canadian family who run a convenience store in
Toronto. Prior to the TV show, Lee fine-tuned the role of Appa in several stage
productions of Kim’s Convenience.
Lee can trace his successful career in the arts directly back to the help and
encouragement he received from Cole.
“I think I was going to be destined to live the life that my parents had in mind
for me, which involved four choices: You can be a doctor, a lawyer, an engineer
or a failure,” Lee says with a big laugh. “But that’s why Mr. Cole was so great,
because he was very encouraging when it came to writing.”
All the way back to elementary school, Lee says he loved writing bizarre and silly
stories, and he loved making people laugh. Sometimes he would incorporate his
classmates into the tales, including the time he turned them all into fish characters. Usually his stories were big hits with his buddies, although he clearly
December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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Now-retired teacher Ron Cole was the first to spot Paul Sun-Hyung Lee’s storytelling talent.

remembers one of his female classmates — on whom he had a crush —
being decidedly unimpressed by her
inclusion in the fish story.
Nonetheless, Lee kept at it, without
any real understanding that it could
lead to a viable career. But that all
changed when he encountered his
Grade 10 English teacher.
“Mr. Cole saw some of my writing
and really thought I had something
there, something to offer, and he
wanted to nurture that,” Lee says.
That’s when Lee started to embrace
the idea of telling stories on a larger
scale — beyond writing just for his
friends. “It opened my mind to the
possibility of maybe writing for a living.
And in fact that’s how I started out. I
thought I was going to be a writer.”
It was through Mr. Cole that Lee
entered a gifted program at his school,
and was paired up with an author
named Dave Duncan, who had published a number of fantasy and
science-fiction novels.
Lee spent time with Duncan, who
became something of a mentor,
showing him how to focus his imagination and channel his endless ideas into
creative work. “This was something
that for me was brand new. I always
had a big mouth, to be honest. I think
my dad would be the first to agree. I’m
very talkative and I love to ham it up in
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front of people and just sort of be the
centre of attention,” says Lee. But
between Cole’s guidance and Dave
Duncan’s mentoring, Lee found a way
to direct all of that energy into
focused story writing.
Despite Lee’s assertion that he
loved being the centre of attention,
Cole actually recalls a much different
version of Lee as a teenager.
“He was a very quiet boy at the
time,” Cole says. “I remember driving
him out to Dave Duncan’s house. It
was a long way, outside of Calgary
somewhere. Paul was very shy and
reserved at that age, very uncomfortable meeting someone like Dave
Duncan, very nervous.
Cole recalls that Lee would have been
in his English class, rather than his
drama class. “So while I never would’ve
believed back then that Paul would go in
the direction of acting in film, television
and theatre, I am so pleased and
fascinated that his career happened
to flow in that direction, because my
background is theatre,” says Cole.
In fact, Cole recalls being somewhat
taken aback at one event where Lee
provided a small hint of what his
future might hold.
“The only glimpse I saw of his talent
for acting was during an event called
the Night of the Notables,” says Cole.
For the event students thoroughly

researched someone famous, wrote a
paper on them, and presented their
work while pretending to be that
person. Then family and friends asked
questions and attempted to guess
who the students were representing.
“The fact that Paul picked film
director Spike Lee really intrigued
me,” says Cole. “He was so into the
director and his films, I thought,
‘There’s a side to this student I don’t
know and I haven’t seen yet. This is
really interesting.’”
As Lee’s education continued, he
found more and more opportunities
to do live presentations, rather than
merely handing in written reports,
which meant he started to perform
some of the things he had written. From
there, it was a steady progression to
bigger roles, bigger stages, and finally
fame on a hit television series. But
Lee’s journey in show business essentially began with Mr. Cole, who admits it
took him a while to realize the “Paul
Lee” in both the stage and TV versions
of Kim’s Convenience was the same
person he taught in Grade 10 all those
years ago.
“I had speculated about it,” Cole
says. “I said, ‘You know, I taught a Paul
Lee once.’” And my wife said, “Well,
some of the cast are from Calgary
originally.” Cole says he wondered,
but then dismissed the idea, thinking
it couldn’t be the same Paul Lee. “But
I’m just so thrilled for him. I love his
character in Kim’s Convenience, and
everything he does with it. That just
really impresses me a lot. We’re big
fans of the show.”
Paul Sun-Hyung Lee has a simple but
powerful message for Ron Cole: Thanks.
“Teachers are shaping who we’re
becoming, and it is such an important
job, but it’s so easy to lose track of
that sometimes,” Lee says. “I kind
of always wanted to go back and find
Mr. Cole and say, you know, Thank you,
because your influence made such a
difference in my life. You have no idea,
it’s a debt of gratitude, it really is.” PS
In this profile, notable Canadians honour
the teachers who have made a difference
in their lives and have embraced the College’s
Ethical Standards for the Teaching Profession,
which are care, respect, trust and integrity.
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QUICK LIBRARY GUIDE

Free access to books,
ebooks and more at the
Margaret Wilson Library
Feeling overwhelmed? Need advice about supporting
students with anxiety? Looking for tips on teaching
English as a Second Language?

1
The Margaret Wilson Library is your
one-stop shop for the educational
resources you need.
Here’s how to search the library
database and quickly find what
you’re looking for:

Go to the “Members” section of
the College’s website at oct.ca.

2

3

4
Navigate the
library database
(turn the page
for more).

Click on “Library” in
the right-hand menu.

Sign in with your current
email on file with the College.
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QUICK LIBRARY GUIDE

From “My Account”: monitor your
holds, see your checkouts and
renew your items.

1

Narrow your search by
using the drop-down
menus to search by type
of document (book, DVD,
multimedia kit, etc.) and/
or field (subject, author,
title, etc.).

2

Click here for quick
access to ebooks and
research databases.

30
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Ask a librarian.

QUICK LIBRARY GUIDE

Place Hold

If you cannot make it to the
library in person, we can mail
your books to your home or
school — free of charge.
After clicking the “Place Hold”
button, select either your
default address, library pickup,
or type in your alternate or
school address.

3

Keep up with new
and popular print and
ebooks by navigating
the carousel.

4

Just getting started?
Use our “Subject Lists”
to browse popular topics
and books.
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Download the
OCT Membership App!
Our new and improved app replaces the printed
renewal package that was mailed annually
The app makes it faster and more convenient
for you to access your membership information
and College services online, including:
• Viewing your 2020 digital OCT membership
card, Certificate of Qualification and Registration
and income tax receipt
• Borrowing books from the College’s library
• Updating your personal information
… and much, much more.

Download it now!
oct-oeeo.ca/membershipapp

Professional Misconduct
of a Sexual Nature
Updated advisory demonstrates the teaching profession’s
vigilance against the sexual abuse of students.
BY BRIAN JAMIESON

N

inety-nine per cent or more
of Ontario Certified Teachers
(OCTs) should never have
to read the updated professional
advisory Professional Misconduct
of a Sexual Nature.
That’s because fewer than one
per cent would ever have a complaint
made against them. Every day,
College members live the profession’s ethical and practice standards. The mere thought of abusing
a student is beyond their ken. In
any given year, fewer than a couple
of dozen people have their teaching
licences revoked for sex-related
crimes against students.
But, it’s for that reason, that
100 per cent of the College’s 233,787
members should read the advisory
avidly and be well informed by its
content. (You will find a copy of
the advisory in this edition of
the magazine.)
“Ontario Certified Teachers have a
responsibility to conduct themselves
according to professional standards,
provincial law and the Criminal Code,”
says College Registrar and CEO Michael
Salvatori, OCT. “The advisory reminds
OCTs of the ethical, professional and
legal parameters that govern acceptable behaviour. More importantly, it
aims to prevent the sexual abuse of

students, those entrusted to us to
teach and safeguard.”
The College’s initial advisory was
distributed in 2002 to all College
members in response to a recommendation by former Justice Sydney
L. Robins’s report following the
criminal conviction of former Sault
Ste. Marie, Ont., teacher Ken
DeLuca for sexually assaulting
13 female students over 21 years,
beginning in the late 1970s. Additions made to the advisory in 2008
reflected changes in legislation that
helped to clarify the reasons for
allegations of professional misconduct against members. The latest
version honours the purpose,
if not the language, of the original
advisory. It also addresses recent
changes in the law that further
define the reasons and penalties
for professional misconduct of a
sexual nature.
The advisory is founded on the
Ethical Standards for the Teaching
Profession and the Standards of
Practice for the Teaching Profession.
The document defines sexual
abuse of a student by an OCT
according to the Ontario College of
Teachers Act. It also uses the Act to
define sexual misconduct. Sexual
abuse often involves behaviour of a

“Boundary
violations aren’t
always apparent.
Awareness of
the professional
relationships
that respect
the boundaries
between students
and teachers is key.”
sexual nature directed at a student
or students. Sexual misconduct, on
the other hand, typically involves
behaviour or remarks of a sexual
nature that is not directed at one
or several students. Rich with
footnoted sources and examples,
the advisory includes several
snippets from actual College
discipline decisions.
Members of the College hold a unique
position of trust and authority and are
responsible for maintaining appropriate
professional boundaries with students
at all times, Salvatori says.
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Professional
Advisory
Professional Misconduct of a Sexual Nature

PA-Prof.Misconduct_EN.indd 1

2019-10-15 4:15 PM

Our latest advisory
is included with
this issue of
the magazine.

“Boundary violations aren’t always
readily apparent,” he adds. “Awareness of the professional relationships
that respect the boundaries between
students and teachers is key.”
While not exhaustive, the advisory
provides a list of behaviours to avoid.
These include:
• becoming involved in students’
private lives or allowing them to
become involved in your personal
life that has no connection to your
professional responsibilities;
• seeing students in private situations;
• showing favouritism;
• exchanging notes, comments,
emails of a personal or intimate
nature or money and personal gifts;
• texting students directly unless
approved by parents or your employer,
or exchanging personal photographs;
• using pet names or terms
of endearment;
• meeting outside of school
for unapproved purposes;
• commenting on students’
physical appearance;

Professional
Advisory

Professional
Advisory

Professional
Advisory

Professional
Advisory

Maintaining Professionalism –
Use of Electronic Communication and
Social Media
updated

Duty to Report
updated

Responding to the Bullying of Students

Safety in Learning Environments:
A Shared Responsibility

The Council of the Ontario College of Teachers
approved this professional advisory on
September 27, 2017.
This advice applies to all members of the College
including, but not limited to, teachers, consultants,
vice-principals, principals, supervisory officers,
directors of education and those working in nonschool board positions.

Professional
Advisory
Supporting Students’ Mental Health

Ontario
College of
The Council of the Ontario College of Teachers
Teachers
approved this professional advisory on June 4, 2015.
Ordre des
This advisory applies to all members of the Ontario
College of Teachers, including, but not limited to,
enseignantes etteachers,
consultants, vice-principals, principals,
des enseignantssupervisory officers, directors of education and
those working in non-school-board positions.
de l’Ontario
This advisory was revised by Council on June 7, 2018
in order to reflect the introduction of the Child,
Youth and Family Services Act, 2017.

Ontario
College of
Teachers
Ordre des
The Council of the Ontario College of Teachers
enseignantes etapproved this professional advisory on June 8, 2017.
des enseignantsThis advice applies to all members of the College
including, but not limited to, teachers, consultants,
de l’Ontario
vice-principals, principals, supervisory officers,
directors of education and those working in nonschool board positions.

Your Professional
Advisories
The College regularly publishes professional
advisories for Ontario Certified Teachers.
These advisories are created in partnership
with members and subject-matter experts
to inform Ontario teachers about important
issues in the profession.
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• making sexually suggestive
comments;
• inviting individual students
to your home; and
• making physical contact of a
sexual nature that might be
understood as such (for example,
tickling, roughhousing, kissing,
hugging and/or massaging).
The document asks: Is your
conduct in the best interests of
the student and connected to
your professional duties? Are your
activities known to and/or approved
by supervisors and/or parents? Are
you using board/employer-approved
communication platforms and
following approved policies?
“Ignorance of the law or College
regulations is not an acceptable
excuse for unprofessional
behaviour,” the advisory says.
“OCTs are professionals who
understand, value and protect the
trust that exists with students, and
who always maintain appropriate
professional boundaries.” PS
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Ontario
College of
Teachers
The Council of the Ontario College of Teachers
Ordre des
approved this professional advisory on April 4, 2013.
enseignantes et
advisory applies to all members of the
des enseignantsThis
Ontario College of Teachers, including, but not
limited to, teachers, consultants, vice-principals,
de l’Ontario
principals, supervisory officers, directors of

Ontario
College of
Teachers
Ordre des
enseignantes et
des enseignants
de l’Ontario

education and those working in non-schoolboard positions.

Our latest advisory is designed to be read
alongside recent professional advisories on:
• the use of electronic communication
and social media;
• the duty to report child abuse;
• bullying;
• safety in learning environments; and
• supporting students’ mental health.
Find them all at oct.ca.

I AM AN

Ontario
Certiﬁed
Teacher
Only qualified, certified teachers who are
members of the Ontario College of Teachers
can use the professional designation OCT:
Ontario Certified Teacher.
The abbreviation signifies that the member
belongs to Ontario’s regulated teaching
profession and is guided by the standards
of practice and the ethical standards
for our profession.

OCT: The Mark
of Professionalism
in Teaching.

Manni Vannan, OCT

To learn more, visit oct.ca

Steven Whitaker, OCT

Making an Impact
From Toronto to the Amazon, Ontario Certified Teachers
are making a difference in their own communities and abroad.
BY WENDY GLAUSER

W

hether they’re volunteering
alongside students to discover
new species in the Amazon or
giving low-income children the opportunity to learn from national-level
sports coaches, Ontario educators
are making an impact outside of the
classroom through volunteering.
Here we profile four teachers who
are finding ways to exemplify the
College’s ethical standards of care,
respect, trust and integrity by contributing their talents, passion and time to
international and local communities.
Read on, and get inspired.
USING SPORTS TO ENGAGE
After teaching for more than two
decades, Steven Whitaker, OCT, was
growing frustrated with a common
pattern he saw among kids in Grades
4 and 5. Children who had always
done well and showed determination
began to disengage in the classroom.
Some stopped turning in homework,
and he noticed lacklustre efforts on
in-class assignments. Meanwhile,
as a phys-ed teacher, he noticed that
“students’ fitness levels seemed to
be falling as well.”
That’s when he came up with the
idea of the Sports, Wellness and
Achievement Network (SWAN), a
school-based organization to provide
sport and wellness opportunities
in the underserved North Toronto
community of Lawrence Heights.
With a network of five area schools
and over 30 sports organizations,
SWAN has hosted one-day festivals
in sports such as soccer, flag rugby
and baseball, as well as introductory

series in hockey, tennis, track and
field, distance running and basketball.
By getting kids excited about physical
activity again, Whitaker, who teaches at
Baycrest Public School, hopes he can get
them focused on school work again too.
“The healthier you are, the better you’re
going to do in all areas of life,” he says.
Whitaker says most of the students
he sees engage very little in conventional extracurricular school sports.
The seasons are short and the games
are competitive and generally require
the students to have had prior exposure
to the sport in order to do well. That’s
why SWAN’s free programming teaches
the fundamentals of the sports in a fun
and engaging way. Whitaker has looped
in professional coaches from a variety
of local and provincial sport organizations to enhance the quality of the
experience for the children.
In addition, Whitaker explicitly
links athletic and academic success
in SWAN’s programming. In the Basketball Beginnings program at Baycrest,
teachers stick around to help students
with their homework in the hour before
practice, for example. And coaches
help out as well to give students more
one-on-one support. “It works as a bit
of a motivator,” Whitaker explains.
Now, Whitaker is focused on expanding programming well into the middle
and high school years by involving kids
in sport leadership in Lawrence Heights.
SWAN is connecting middle and high
school volunteers with free training and
national coaching certification opportunities, to build their resumés, leadership skills and confidence. Recently,
Whitaker brought a group of K–5

Baycrest students out to a track practice
at a local high school. The coach told him
it was the best turnout he’d had all year.
“All the kids wanted to come out and help
the little ones,” he says.
EXPANDING WORLD VIEWS
When a group of high school students
and university students travelled in
February 2019 to volunteer in the
Dominican Republic, the contrasts
could be overwhelming. The students
and teachers dined on fried plantain,
richly spiced chicken and fish, and
traditional Dominican rice and beans.
Meanwhile, Sister Maude at the church
compound they stayed at explained
some of the kids from the neighbourhood school only consumed bread and
a powdered nutrient shake until dinner.
“We felt guilty,” recalls Renée
MacDonald, OCT, a teacher who took
13 students on the trip, including her
daughter. She was paired up with
Patrice Forgues, OCT, her colleague at
the École secondaire catholique de
Hearst, a community north of Timmins, Ont. “The sister told us, ‘You’re
not used to not eating. If you don’t eat,
you’re no help to anyone here.’”
The importance of taking care of
oneself to help others was one of many
lessons learned on the trip. MacDonald
sees the way the lessons have changed
the students, most especially her
daughter. “Kids are not wasting food
as much as they used to, and the value
of money is greater [to them now] than
it was before,” she says.
More than anything, however, the trip
helped the students grow and gain new
skills. The students were split into two
December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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groups and would spend the day either
at a “batey” — the name for a community of sugar cane workers — or making
care packages, including bags of flour,
rice, beans, sugar, oil, sardines, matches, salt and cookies. When at the batey,
students took turns asking questions
about each family’s needs. “They
learned how to navigate the language
barrier and how to get over their
insecurities,” says MacDonald, who said
she especially noticed the confidence
boost in her own shy daughter. While
half the group interviewed community
members, the other half led games and
activities for the children.
The experience expanded their world
view. “They have a great appreciation
for the easy camaraderie that they felt
with the Dominicans,” says MacDonald,
who adds that some of the students
exchanged contact information with
some of the orphaned children who
lived on the compound. And it opened
their eyes up to different possibilities.
“Some students said the trip made
them realize they want to work with
children. Another said, ‘Maybe I could
work with Doctors Without Borders.’”
Since then three students from Hearst
have decided to join a mission in Africa
during the Christmas break this year.
SUPPORTING GLOBAL CONSERVATION
On Euginia Revelas Nicoletti’s last
conservation biology volunteer trip
to the Amazon and Galápagos Islands,
she and her students slept in outdoor
tents that were near the home of a boa
constrictor (the local scientists and
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The chalk mural project in Kitchener-Waterloo, Ont.

Sani natives assured her it never
strayed from its nest). They would
wake up at 6:30 a.m. to hike through
the jungle. They captured, logged and
released butterflies, preserved new
species, and set up motion sensor
videos to record animals. “It was so
exciting to know that we actually had
puma, jaguars and anteaters around
us, but we never saw them because
they’re scared of us,” says Revelas
Nicoletti, OCT, a science teacher at
the Holy Name of Mary College School
in Mississauga, Ont. At night, they
scanned murky lagoon waters with
a flashlight to count the number of
caiman eyes peering back.
Revelas Nicoletti volunteers with
Operation Wallacea, an academic
network that organizes conservation
trips for students, and in the process,
supports conservation research
projects. She’s now completed two
trips, one to the Amazon and one to
Croatia, where students pulled insects
out of cave crevices and went diving to
count current stocks of fish species.
They dove to the bottom of the ocean
to count seagrass and evaluate the
damage done to it by illegal fishing.
A typical contingent includes about
25 high school students, including a
handful from Revelas Nicoletti’s school
and from other participating schools
from around the world. Throughout the
day, the groups broke out into teams of
five to eight students with one or two
scientists in each group.
Before they go, the students are
trained in counting methods and data

collection, and they undergo numerous safety trainings. Then, for two
weeks, they gather data alongside
local and international scientists,
some of whom have been spending
the past year sleeping in hammocks
or tents in the jungle. “We teach about
proper sampling techniques in our
textbooks, and what that means: days,
weeks and years of meticulous work,”
says Revelas Nicoletti. “It’s experiential learning, and the students get an
appreciation for the dedication of
these scientists and the important
contributions to conservation efforts
on a global level.”
The work can feel like a vital race
against time. “There might be a
species becoming extinct and we
don’t even know it exists. We need to
know what species make up a healthy
ecosystem, what species exist, which
are endemic to the local area, and if
there are invasive species that are
putting endemic ones at risk of
extinction,” she explains.
Throughout her volunteer trips
(she also leads students every year on
a medical mission in the Dominican
Republic), Revelas Nicoletti frequently
reminds her students of the UN
Sustainable Development Goals and
discusses what needs to happen for
them to be met. When her students
see plastic in the ocean while sampling fish, they’re taught to pull it out
“and I tell then to use reusable water
bottles. It’s all of our responsibility.
Water has no boundaries and without
it, we have no life.”
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A conservation biology trip to the Amazon.
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Students from Hearst, Ont., visit a local school and volunteer in the sugar cane fields in the Dominican Republic.

CREATING ART TO INSPIRE
Jason Panda, OCT, a graphic design
teacher at Kitchener-Waterloo Collegiate & Vocational School (KCI), wants
his students to see themselves as
contributing to and enriched by a
larger community. “I don’t want
students to be doing something
because somebody told them they
should, or simply for the marks. I want
them to think of their actions as having
real meaning and purpose.”
That’s why Panda has overseen
numerous community art projects
over the years, including a chalk mural
project outside of Grand River Hospital and an annual (for five years)
exhibit of student photography.
For the chalk drawing, KCI’s art
department and students collaborate
on a bright mural on the curving
sidewalk in front of the hospital one
week each September, in honour of
National Childhood Cancer Awareness
Month. “One group comes out and
draws and the next group colours on
top of their outline or works beside it
until it’s finished,” Panda explains.
“None of it belongs to any one, and if
it rains, we start again. It’s more about
the action itself.”
In previous years, hospital staff,
patients and visitors have come out and
picked up chalk or watched the action.
Panda’s Imagine a Show project, which
ran from 2012 to 2017, similarly inspired
students to connect with community
and see purpose in their art. Each year,
Panda invited students from across
the Waterloo Region District School

Four lessons for volunteering

Want to volunteer alongside students? These four lessons from volunteering
teachers can help you make a big impact.

1) Learn and teach about the
destination. If you’re volunteering
abroad with students, take the
opportunity to teach them about the
place or region they’re going — the
economy, the history, the religions.
That’s what Renée MacDonald, OCT,
did before her students travelled to
the Dominican Republic. The excitement of an upcoming trip will inspire
them to pay attention.
2) Upgrade your knowledge.
Euginia Revelas Nicoletti, OCT, got
her scuba diving certifications so that
she could take dive-certified students
under the water on international conservation trips. You may not need an
official certificate, but you may benefit from crash course coffee dates
with others who have volunteered or
worked in the place you’re going to.
And first aid training is a good idea,
if yours isn’t up to date.

Board to submit photos for display
in a new location.
One year, students were invited into
Grand River Hospital to take photos
behind the scenes, which were displayed
at THEMUSEUM in Kitchener, Ont.
Another year, students took photos that
they felt represented their community,
and they were exhibited in Kitchener’s
Conestoga Mall.
In addition, Panda led photography
workshops throughout the Waterloo

3) Get buy-in from colleagues.
Jason Panda, OCT, says the main
reason his chalk mural project has
continued each year since 2008 is
that it’s supported by his fellow art
teachers. “It’s not just me doing it,”
he says. “Everyone comes out with
their classes.”
4) Create a village. Steven Whitaker,
OCT, negotiates gym time with
fellow teachers and community
organizations, and he gets dozens of
local sports organizations, including
the Greater Toronto Hockey League
and Canadian Tire Jumpstart, to donate funds or equipment, or provide
volunteers. With each organization
providing what they can, he’s able
to create high-quality programming.
After the initial work of building the
relationship and trust, it’s been relatively easy to get groups to renew
their support.

region, and he paid for the printing
costs of the photos that were
displayed and the production of a
book. The goal was to help students
improve their photography skills
and build their confidence.
“One of the hardest things is to put
my work out there and to wonder if
people will appreciate it and see value
in it,” he says. “I think it’s important to
get kids to start sharing early, and to
not be afraid to share.” PS
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Diverse Learners

Seven ways to support student success.
BY LISA VAN DE GEYN

F

ifteen-year-old Hannah was in
Grade 4 when she was sent for a
private educational assessment
at Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children.
Her mother, Fran Leith, had her
suspicions — she’d noticed her
daughter struggled to pick up new
concepts and, having been an elementary school teacher for several years,
she knew intuitively that something
just wasn’t right.
“She wasn’t learning at a typical
pace. When she had the assessment
completed, her learning disability was
confirmed. I’d never heard of it until her
diagnosis,” says Leith, OCT, a Grade 3
teacher at Meadowvale Village Public
School in Mississauga, Ont. It turns out
Hannah, who recently started Grade 11,
has dyscalculia, a learning disability in
math that makes calculations difficult.
People who suffer from this disorder
find it challenging to manipulate
numbers, grasp equations and remember formulas.
Dyscalculia is one of many kinds of
learning disabilities. There are different types of processing disorders
(spatial, motor, etc.), dysgraphia
(difficulty forming letters and writing
them), dyslexia, non-verbal disorders
and attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD). While ADHD isn’t a
learning disability per se, it is often
grouped in with other difficulties as
it affects a student’s performance
at school. According to the National

Institute for Learning Development
Canada, these are defined as “an area
of weakness or inefficiency in brain
function that significantly hinders our
ability to learn.” These neurological
functions cause difficulty in perception (receiving information correctly),
processing (thinking and cognition)
and responding to the information
received (speaking, writing, memory
and motor co-ordination).
There are also a plethora of myths
around behaviour that come along
with a learning-disability diagnosis,
but many teachers who work with
exceptional learners are quick to
debunk these. “[These students] want
to be like everyone else. They don’t
want to monopolize the teacher’s time
or disrupt others. A school day is often
exhausting for them,” Leith says.
The Learning Disability Association
of Canada estimates that up to 10 per
cent of Canadians have a learning
disorder. Eleven years ago, Statistics
Canada released the Participation and
Activity Limitation Survey (measuring
the prevalence of learning disabilities
among Canadians) and found of all the
children with disabilities, about 60 per
cent have learning-related issues.
What’s more, at least one student in
every school bus full of children has
a learning difficulty.
These stats haven’t been updated
in several years, and based on her
experience in the classroom, Shayna

Goldman, OCT, a Special Education
teacher with the Peel District School
Board, says she suspects there are
many more exceptional learners who
may not have been identified as children
who have special needs. “I see red flags
every day and I ensure these kids get
extra help in my classes.”
Perhaps while reading this you have
the names of a few students floating
around in your head — those who
have either been assessed and have
Individual Education Plans (IEPs), or
the learners who you believe could use
some assistance. If you don’t know
how best to work with these students,
take heart. We spoke with teachers
who spend their days supporting these
students in their classrooms. Here’s
what they have to say.
1. GET TO KNOW THEM.
You’re most likely already doing this,
and even though it goes without saying,
it certainly bears repeating: learn
everything you can about your students.
Claudia Bouchard, OCT, is a student
services teacher at École élémentaire et
secondaire publique Maurice-Lapointe
in Kanata, Ont. She says knowing each
child well enough that you’re able to
incorporate their interests in your
lessons works wonders. “Differentiating
your teaching strategies to what they
like, knowing their limits so you can
allow for breaks and extra time for
questions, and knowing what they
December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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Keep Learning
Consider these five Collegeaccredited Additional Qualification courses to help teachers
and principals support learners
with diverse profiles:
• Teaching Students with
Communication Needs
(Autism Spectrum Disorders)
• Teaching Students with
Communication Needs
(Learning Disabilities)
• Teaching Students with
Multiple Needs
• Teaching Students
with Intellectual Needs
(Developmental Disability)
• Teaching Students
with Intellectual Needs
(Giftedness)
For more information, please
visit the College’s Find an AQ
page at oct-oeeo.ca/findanAQ.
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respond to — such as visuals and
giving lots of examples — is key.”
Kindergarten teacher Jacqueline
Floh-Hilts, OCT, had one student
diagnosed with ADHD in her class at
Toronto’s Churchill Public School last
year. Not only did she communicate
with the boy’s parents early on to
learn about him, she kept a log of
his behaviour and quickly discovered
how to get the most from him. “During
lessons, we’d give him a fidget ball to
help him focus. And when it was time
for seatwork, he sat beside me or my
educational assistant; and when he
did a good job, he’d be rewarded
with the iPad.”
2. FOCUS ON PLANNING.
Goldman’s class includes a mix of
students from Grades 9–12. She
teaches 15 students — each one
identified as a child with special
needs, and each has an IEP. “For each
lesson plan, I set up stations around
the room that I know will benefit the
learning styles of each student,” she
says. For example, for the auditory

3. LEAN ON TECHNOLOGY.
It’s available, and the teachers who
work with exceptional learners use
it. Michael James Pascaris, OCT, an
assistant curriculum leader in Special
Education at Western Technical
Commercial School in Toronto,
estimates he’s taught or been involved
with more than 100 students with
special needs and learning disabilities.
“At my school, my learning disability
program provides students with access
to Chromebooks, Promethean boards
and other technologies in the classes
that have lower student-to-teacher
ratios. Google’s G Suite is an amazing
tool for children with language-based
or executive-functioning learning
difficulties,” he says, adding that apps
can be used to support students in
every subject. “Google Classroom is
great for differentiating instruction and
universal design for learning. Students
now have digital copies of lessons,
notes and other materials, eliminating
the need to write and organize notes in
class,” says Pascaris. Voice typing in
Google Docs has proven to be one of
the most empowering tools he relies
on. “After years of frustration and
avoidance, with voice typing, my
students are able to record all of their
ideas in writing. Students who could
spend a whole class typing a couple
of sentences can now effectively
demonstrate their understanding.”
4. BE ABLE TO ANSWER THIS QUESTION: WHY DO I NEED TO KNOW THIS?
“Whenever I teach anything or introduce
a new concept to students, I always tell
them why they need to know what I’m
going to present,” says Goldman.

ILLUSTRATION: VICTORIA BORGES/ARTISTIQUE INT.

learners in her room, she uses Google
Classroom to give voice instructions.
“At this station they listen to a case
study while reading along. They need
to use teamwork and problem-solving
skills to figure out a solution to the
problem that was presented in my
audio,” she says. “This is nothing new
and I’m not doing anything that hasn’t
been done before, but the difference
here is that all my daily lessons are
structured this way. It takes a lot of
preparation and planning.”

“Students want their learning to be
applicable to their real, everyday life,
so I hook them into the lesson by telling
them why they need to learn it.” Take
this example: Goldman had prepared a
lesson on budgeting. Before the class
could ask “Why do we need to know
this?” in unison, she mentioned going to
prom and getting their drivers’ licences.
“I made interactive games at each
station to help them learn how to
budget for their prom outfits and limos,
for their first car (a few had just done
their driving test), and for their first year
at post-secondary school,” she explains. “It held everyone’s interest
much better than a lecture would
have, Goldman adds.
5. USE REGULATION ZONES.
Using coloured zones teach not only
self-regulation, but problem-solving and
helps to cultivate mindfulness — a great
strategy Jacqueline Arnold, OCT, uses
in her Grade 2 and reading recovery
classes at Herbert H. Carnegie Public
School in Maple, Ont. “When kids are in
the ‘blue zone,’ for example, they’re tired
and running slow and know they need a
movement break to get energized,”
she explains. The red zone means the
students are angry and may just need
to take a few deep breaths or a quick
walk to cool off. “This teaches them to
recognize how they’re feeling, in both
body and mind, and it gives them a tool
box of strategies to get back to the green
zone — the optimal zone for learning.”
6. RECOMMEND AND SUPPORT
EXTRACURRICULARS.
“These experiences in school often
get overlooked when we think about
learning,” Leith says, adding Hannah
feels more successful in school, thanks
to the activities she’s into during lunch
hour and after school. “She had a love
of music at a young age and also discovered she was interested in social
justice initiatives. She had passionate
teachers who volunteered their time,
and Hannah felt like she was part of
something bigger.” She’s participated in
the Harmony Movement, Mike “Pinball”
Clemons’s Just Give campaign, and
joined the mass choir and her school’s
theatrical performances. 			

7. TURN THEM INTO ADVOCATES.
“To help students be successful, I try
to teach them to advocate for themselves by giving them choices in their
learning,” says Leith. “In Grade 3, this
would look like children asking for help
when they need it, but also asking to
use a computer for written work or
asking for a preferred math manipulative.” Letting them speak up and ask
for the tools that will better help them
learn is key to their success, she says.
“Self-awareness and self-advocacy
are the most important skills I teach
my students with learning disabilities.
In order for these young people to be
successful in school, and in life outside
of school, it’s critical that they understand their strengths and needs,”
Pascaris says. Establishing a trusting
relationship and safe environment
is crucial, as is being mindful that
every student who’s identified as an
exceptional learner brings value to
the classroom.
“It’s our job as educators to build on
student strengths, support their needs
and unlock their potential.” PS

The 3 Ds
of Learning
Disabilities
Dyslexia: Affects the ability to
read and process information.
Challenges include reading
comprehension, fluency,
recall, decoding and sometimes speech.
Dyscalculia: Affects the ability
to understand numbers and
learn math facts, including
memorizing and organizing
numbers, telling time and
understanding math symbols.
Dysgraphia: Affects fine motor
skills and handwriting ability.
Issues include poor spelling,
difficulty writing and thinking
simultaneously, illegible writing
and inconsistent spacing.
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REVIEWS

Your guide to recently
released books
and other teaching resources.

For additional reviews of French-language
resources, visit pourparlerprofession.oeeo.ca.
With the exception of some classroom sets, items
reviewed are available on loan from the Margaret
Wilson Library at the College. Call 416-961-8800
(toll-free in Ontario 1-888-534-2222), ext. 679 or
email library@oct.ca.

Ten Cents a Pound

Ten Cents a Pound, Second Story
Press, Toronto, 2018, hardcover, ISBN
978-1-77260-056-8, 24 pages, $18.95,
distributed by University of Toronto Press,
utorontopress.com

BY NHUNG N. TRANS-DAVIES,
ILLUSTRATED BY JOSÉE BISAILLON
A little girl follows her mama through the
coffee fields where she works, noticing
the toll that work has left on her mother’s
body: scratched hands, calloused feet,
strained eyes, a hunched back — just to
name a few. Moved by these physical
scars, and devoted to her mother, the
little girl vows that she will always stay
with her in the fields.
Her mother, however, insists her
daughter venture beyond the fields
and take advantage of the opportunities that await her — opportunities
her mother will never have. This
beautifully written text shows readers
of all ages that a parent’s love for a
child has no boundaries. Together the
words and illustrations hint at the
natural course of life, where every

Marvelous Minilessons for
Teaching Intermediate
Writing Grades 3–8

Marvelous Minilessons for Teaching
Intermediate Writing Grades 3–8, Pembroke
Publishers, Markham, Ont., 2018, softcover,
ISBN 978-1-55138-329-3, 144 pages,
$24.95, pembrokepublishers.com
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BY LORI JAMISON ROG
More and more, our communications
are dominated by written text — in
emails, tweets, blog posts, Instagram
and any number of online platforms. As
the author says, our students today are
part of the “writingest” generation in
history. Students’ ability to write has
become an essential skill and quite
possibly a predictor of future success.
This book addresses the need to meet
students where they are so they can
learn to take full advantage of the
written word as they use technology
to share ideas. It also highlights how
different formats and audiences
require different writing conventions.
Rog has divided the book into three
sections: organizing the workshop, unit

generation wants more for the next
one. The lucky ones get that wish.
Through gentle and delicate details,
the illustrator alternates between
revealing the harsh realities of life in this
small village and the endless possibilities that lie before the young girl, while
still leaving much to the imagination.
The rhythm and light repetition of
the text will appeal to younger readers.
Older readers will notice the social
justice issues and their complexities,
prompting meaningful discussions in
classrooms. Although its text is short
and simple, Ten Cents a Pound raises
awareness of important, multi-layered
issues that will encourage students to
think like global citizens.
Caroline Cremer, OCT, teaches a
Grade 2/3 class at Leslieville Junior
Public School in Toronto.

planning, and content, craft and
conventions. Minilessons with catchy
names like “Chunk and Chew, Stop and
Jot,” “Slo-Mo Writing” and “What Does
Red Sound Like?” are designed to help
make student writing pop. Rog uses the
memorable acronym TAG: Tell something you like in the piece of writing,
Ask questions, and Give advice.
The book offers everything teachers
in Grades 3–8 need to plan for a year
of writing instruction — unit plans,
rubrics, assessment tools, mentor
texts and blackline masters. If you
are searching for new ideas for writing
lessons, this is a great book to add to
your collection.
Kerry Zinkiewich, OCT, is the
vice-principal at Clarington Central
Intermediate and Secondary School
in Bowmanville, Ont.

REVIEWS

Krista Kim-Bap

Krista Kim-Bap, Second Story Press, Toronto,
2018, softcover, ISBN 978-1-77260-063-6,
176 pages, $11.95, distributed by University
of Toronto Press, utorontopress.com

BY ANGELA AHN
Krista Kim-Bap introduces the Korean
dish of kimchi as a very foul-smelling
food. “The smell can sock you in the
nose,” she writes. Krista’s mother always
hides the odour by tying a plastic bag
over the container. But Grandma doesn’t,
and Krista thinks that even the milk in
Grandma’s fridge tastes like kimchi.
Krista is the only Korean-Canadian in
her Vancouver classroom. She has a few
big problems as she enters Grade 5.
First, she feels like she’s being pulled
away from her best friend, Jason, by her
new friends at school. And she feels
conflicted about being the Korean
ambassador for her school’s Heritage
Month. She foresees the class asking
her embarrassing questions about Korea
and being made fun of when she offers
her answers. When she is invited to

PHOTOS: STEPHEN FERRIE

The Love & Lies
of Rukhsana Ali

The Love & Lies of Rukhsana Ali, Scholastic
Press, New York, 2019, hardcover, ISBN
978-1-338-22701-7, 336 pages, US$17.99,
scholastic.com

BY SABINA KHAN
This story’s heroine is Rukhsana Ali,
a gay American teenager with a
Bengali-Muslim heritage, living in
Seattle. The first chapter opens with
the three cardinal rules that Rukhsana
must follow: her life cannot include
parties, boys or shorts. “But what they
didn’t know couldn’t hurt them, right?”
Rukhsana muses to herself.
On one occasion, Rukhsana wants
to head out to a party, but her mother
wants help in the kitchen. When
Rukhsana’s brother offers to help,
he is told that boys must save their
energy for their studies. It is Rukhsana’s responsibility to learn to make
such dishes for her future husband.
One afternoon, Rukhsana arrives
home from school to find her entire

cool-kid Madison’s birthday party, Krista
discovers that hanging out with the
in-crowd at school leads to a whole lot
more confusion and self-doubt.
As Krista shares her thoughts, the
reader becomes aware of how much
turmoil hyphenated Canadians face as
they try to adhere to family traditions
while also trying to fit into a new life
and country. Questions of identity are
at the core of Krista’s bewilderment.
The novel could be a launching pad
for discussion in a junior or intermediate classroom novel study. It encourages students to empathize and relate
to classmates from different cultures
and consider the difficulties they face
in being accepted.
Dorothea Bryant, OCT, tutors
primary, junior and ESL students in
reading and writing.

family sitting around the dining table
looking at a letter that says she’s
been accepted to Caltech on a full
scholarship. Not only is her dream of
becoming a physicist one step closer
to reality, but perhaps her dream of
living a life without secrets and lies
might be, too.
This book would be a rich novel
study for students in Grade 10 and
up. The material focuses on diversity
and the contradictions of growing
up Muslim within American social
norms. The sensitive subject material
requires some preparation as students read and discuss what life
might be like for a young, gay Muslim
girl raised by conservative parents.
Dorothea Bryant, OCT, tutors
primary, junior and ESL students in
reading, writing and math.
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REVIEWS

CRITICAL AND EMERGING
ISSUES IN SCHOOL LAW

FOR K-12 EDUCATION
PROFESSIONALS

Always current info and timely.
Michelle Moore,
Hamilton Wentworth District School Board
This Place: 150 Years
Retold, Highwater Press,
an imprint of Portage &
Main Press, Winnipeg,
2019, softcover, ISBN
978-1-55379-758-6,
287 pages, $36,
highwaterpress.com

The education environment you work
within is more demanding than ever,
and your obligations are constantly
evolving.
It is imperative that you have a clear
understanding of the law that governs
today’s education system.
Using case studies and real life
examples, get the knowledge and
strategies you need to avoid serious
and potentially costly ramifications.
Register today at:

osgoodepd.ca/K12education

Dates & Format
February 10-11, 2020 (In Person & Webcast)
March 30-31, 2020 (Online Replay)

Location
Osgoode Professional Development
1 Dundas Street West, 26th Floor, Toronto, ON

This Place

FORWARD BY ALICIA ELLIOTT (ANTHOLOGY)
How do you empower a people? You can start by simply
listening. This anthology, told by Indigenous people, tells
the histories that are not included in our textbooks. With
the support of the Canada Council for the Arts, 11 authors
and almost as many illustrators share the stories of their
ancestors in an unprecedented compilation.
Traditionally, Indigenous narratives have only been told
orally, passed on from one generation to the next. More
recently, these accounts have been written down but rarely
in graphic short story format. Given the rise in legitimacy,
popularity and accessibility of the graphic novel form,
these Indigenous stories are now more accessible than ever
and likely more appealing to young people. Nations including Chippewas of Nawash, Métis, Mi’kmaq, Cree, Tuscarora
and others are represented.
The content is suited for ages 15 and up but, if carefully
scaffolded, teachers could successfully introduce it to
Grade 6 students for social studies and Grade 7–8 students
for history curriculums. It would also be a solid addition to
the Grade 12 curriculum as it specifically addresses social,
political, economic and cultural challenges in Indigenous
communities. Most importantly, the collection points
Indigenous students toward seeing themselves, hearing
their own voices and stories, and reading about the perspectives of their ancestors and their communities.
Jennifer Wyatt, OCT, is head of the junior school at
Trinity College School in Port Hope, Ont.
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CAREERS

Live, Work & Play Here
There’s no place like British Columbia.
Our schools have a new and innovative curriculum, our communities offer
unparalleled lifestyle opportunities, and our teachers are able to teach what
inspires them.
Hundreds of opportunities are now available in our public school districts,
First Nations, independent and BC-certified offshore schools.
Watch this video to learn why Ontario teachers move to BC.
makeafuture.ca/teach-in-bc-video

ad_summer-professionally_speaking-2019_sep.indd 1
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CAREERS

ONE OF THE WORLD’S
MOST INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS

Teach at

Canadian International School
of Hong Kong

CDNIS is a non-profit school of 1,800 students and 300 staff united by the joy
of learning, excellence in achievement and development of character.
Located in the vibrant city of Hong Kong, our school is authorized to deliver
three IB programmes and the Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD).
Our school offers excellent salary, benefits, and extensive professional growth
opportunities.

Lower School Teachers (Pre Reception - Grade 5)
Upper School Teachers (Grades 6 - 12)
Candidates who inspire academic and personal growth in students by
encouraging inquiry, stimulating creativity and innovation, embracing
cross-cultural and global perspectives, and fostering meaningful
participation and service are invited to apply.
IB experience and training will be considered an asset.

Recruiting for all positions has begun.
Visit our school website for current vacancies.
We would love to hear from you!
To inspire excellence, cultivate character
and empower engagement locally and globally.

NORTHERN LIGHTS
SCHOOL DIVISION No. 113

TEACHERS APPLY NOW!
Are you ready for years full of memorable experiences and beautiful scenery?
K-12 Education Provincial System
POSITIONS AVAILABLE NOW!
NLSD #113 is a provincial school system serving a student population
comprised of 21 schools, located in 18 communities across beautiful and
serene Northern Saskatchewan. Our communities have many sandy beaches
and year-round recreational activities from canoeing and fishing the Churchill
River to some of the greatest cross-country ski trails.
WE
•
•
•
•
•
•

OFFER OUR EMPLOYEES:
Salary as per provincial collective agreement plus northern allowance
Comprehensive Benefits Package and Pension Plan
Subsidized, furnished housing
Moving allowance may be available
Support for New Teachers
Professional Development and Bursaries

Our schools offer many exciting and successful programs and range from 10 to 500 students per school.
We follow the Saskatchewan Education Curriculum enriched by the Cree, Dene and French languages
and celebrate diversity of our communities. For additional information on our schools and communities,
please visit our website at www.nlsd113.ca.
Mail, fax or email (in PDF or Microsoft Word format) application with resume, cover letter, a list of three
professional references and a current Criminal Record Check with a Vulnerable Sector Search to:
HUMAN RESOURCES
Northern Lights School Division #113, Bag Service #6500
LA RONGE, SK S0J 1L0
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Tel: (306) 425-3302
Email: hroffice@nlsd113.ca

PRINCIPALS & TEACHERS

Teach in China!

The Canadian Trillium College (CTC) is a certified Ontario school
program in China, offering Chinese students the opportunity of earning
credits towards the OSSD.
We are now recruiting Ontario qualified
teachers for the following subject areas:

administrators

and

• ESL, (Levels 2-5)
• Intermediate and Senior English, Mathematics, Business,
Physics, Chemistry, Computer Science and Social Sciences.
• Principals
CTC has campuses located in Mainland China: Shanghai, Jinhua, Nanjing
and Quanzhou.
Contract Terms: Competitive salary and bonus, return airfare , free private
furnished accommodation, assistance for medical insurance and more.
This is an ideal opportunity for retired teachers and administrators,
beginning teachers and teachers on leave who are looking for an amazing
cultural experience and adventure.
You can visit our website at www.ctc-school.com
For more information contact the Supervising Principal at the address below:

Apply Now!
Forward resume and cover letter to:
Supervising Principal, The Canadian Trillium College, Toronto Office:
• TEL: 416-763-4121 • FAX: 416-763-5225 • jobs@glctschool.com

TECH CLASS

Valuable Video Games
A London, Ont.-based OCT uses Minecraft to educate
grade school students and teacher candidates.
BY STEFAN DUBOWSKI
YOU CAN DO IT TOO!
1) Sign up for Microsoft Office
365 Education. Many boards
provide it to teachers already
but if yours doesn’t, go to
office.com/education to
get a free account with your
school credentials.
2) Through Office 365, access
Minecraft: Education Edition,
also for free.
3) Go to education.minecraft.
net/class-resources/lessons
for activities you can use
in class.
Lauren Sovereign, OCT, David Carruthers, OCT, Mariah Gooding, OCT, and students.

THE CHALLENGE Get students
excited about learning.

PHOTO: MATTHEW LITEPLO

THE SOLUTION Have students use
Minecraft for lesson-connected
activities.
LESSONS LEARNED As a Grade 7/8
teacher at Bonaventure Meadows
Public School in London, Ont., David
Carruthers, OCT, knows one of the best
ways to get students excited about
learning is to connect with activities
they like to do when not in class, like
playing video games. He uses one video
game — Minecraft — to make that link.
Minecraft is an open-ended game in
which players use 3D blocks to create
whatever they like — from buildings and
vehicles to plants and animals. Minecraft: Education Edition came out in
2016 specifically for use in classrooms.
That’s the version Carruthers uses.
He regularly invites students across a
range of grade levels to play Minecraft
in a way that supports what they’re
learning in math, geography and
other subjects.

Last year, when he was a learning
technologies co-ordinator with the
Thames Valley District School Board,
he worked with two teacher candidates (now occasional teachers in
London), Lauren Sovereign, OCT,
and Mariah Gooding, OCT, to bring
Minecraft into classrooms and also
help the former Western University
faculty of education students see
how teachers can make education
engaging in this digital age.
They developed activities designed
to help youngsters in London schools
internalize what they’re learning. They
had a Grade 5 math class at Mountsfield Public School create gardens
in Minecraft to represent fractions.
They had Grade 1 to 5 students at
F.D. Roosevelt Public School build tree
houses in Minecraft, linked to their
reading of The Better Tree Fort, a book
about valuing what you have.
OBSERVATIONS Carruthers says
students usually perk up when they
find out they get to use Minecraft in
class. “It makes a connection with

something they’re already doing
in their lives outside of school.”
Gooding says many students are
familiar with the game, but they may
not know how to use it the way you
want them to. At home they might use
“Survival mode,” in which players have
to mine resources and fight enemies.
But for class, you’ll want them to use
“Creative mode,” which is more about
building than battling.
At the same time, students can take
the lead in Minecraft activities.
“We aren’t the experts in Minecraft,” Sovereign says. “Once you put
that task out there, the students really
are the ones showing us new strategies, and teaching other students.”
HELPFUL HINT Mariah Gooding, OCT,
recommends turning off the animalspawning feature, otherwise students’
screens may be filled with distracting
pigs, sheep and cows. PS
The College’s professional advisory Use of
Electronic Communication and Social Media –
Updated (oct-oeeo.ca/ecomm) guides members’
professional judgment in the use of technology.
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MISSION

VISION

Placing students’ interests and well-being first by
regulating and promoting excellence in teaching.

Trusted to regulate the teaching profession in Ontario.

VALUES
The Ontario College of Teachers commits to:
•
•
•
•
•

protect the public interest;
quality, excellence and professionalism;
honesty and integrity;
accountability and transparency;
efficiency, effectiveness and fiscal responsibility;

•
•
•

sustainability;
inclusivity and respect for diversity; and
respectfulness and teamwork between the College
Council, staff and stakeholder community, each
respecting the other’s role.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

OBJECTS

1. STRENGTHEN TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY:

The College has a duty to serve and protect the public
interest by carrying out the following objects in the Ontario
College of Teachers Act:

•

•
•

 evelop objective and subjective key performance
d
indicators for the College that are measurable,
observable and perceivable;
make improvements to the discipline process
to better reflect public expectations; and
use plain language internally and externally in all
communications to better connect the public and
College members to the work of the College.

2. MANAGE RISK MORE STRATEGICALLY:
•
•
•
•

•

f ocus more on managing risk and less on operational
issues in Council meetings;
increase public awareness of the ongoing professional
development activities of all College members;
annually conduct an environmental risk scan;
analyze College data and trends as a basis
for creating additional guidance and member
resources; and
utilize the recommendations of the 2018 Governance
Review to ensure improved governance and oversight.

3. IMPROVE STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT:
•
•

 larify and better communicate the privilege
c
and benefits of self-regulation; and
enhance the effectiveness of collaboration
with government constituent organizations
and other regulators.

•

regulate and govern Ontario teachers;

•

determine requirements for College membership;

•

 ccredit professional teacher education and
a
development programs, and provide for members’
ongoing education;

•

 evelop, accredit and provide for programs leading to a
d
teaching certificate and Additional Qualifications;

•

i ssue, renew, amend, suspend, cancel, revoke and
reinstate Certificates of Qualification and Registration;

•

 et and enforce professional and ethical standards
s
for College members;

•

i nvestigate and resolve complaints against College
members regarding allegations of professional
misconduct, incompetence and fitness
to practice; and

•

 ommunicate with the public on behalf of
c
College members.

COLLEGE NEWS

Governing
Ourselves
Listening to You
Members and parents are on the same
page: the College’s next professional
advisory should cover either Special
Education, communicating with
parents, or classroom diversity.
That was one of the key findings to
come out of focus group sessions
designed to gauge opinions on a
number of initiatives and communication priorities that the College held this
past summer.
In particular, focus group participants said there is a need for advice
on how to accommodate students
with special needs and how best to
recognize and support them.
OTHER FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS
• Participants were asked if they feel

This section provides updates on licensing and qualification requirements,
notification of Council resolutions and reports from various Council committees,
including reports on accreditation and discipline matters.

College Council members should be
elected by the membership or
selected based on competencies.
The majority of them prefer the
selection model.
• Teachers said they prefer a downloadable College app as a replacement for the annual printed membership package.
• Members and parents feel that
teaching is becoming more complex
because of increased expectations,
class sizes, challenging curriculum,
and classrooms that include diverse
learners of varied abilities.
• Parents are not aware of the role of
the College.
WHERE WE WENT
The College led focus groups in Windsor,
Welland, Ottawa, Barrie, Thunder Bay

and Toronto — areas chosen because
they reflect different geographical
regions, demographics and languages.
WHO WE ENGAGED
Each focus group session brought
together an average of 12 people, for a
total of 240 participants, randomly
selected from a pool of College members in good standing, and parents with
children in the public education system.
Half the participants in Welland and
Ottawa were francophones.
SUPPORTING OUR MANDATE
The feedback from these sessions helps
the College’s staff and governing Council
act with increased efficiency, understand trends and emerging needs, and
better support our mandate to set the
standard for teaching in Ontario. PS

New Mathematics
A New and Easier
Proficiency Assessment Way to Reach Us
As of March 31, 2020, aspiring teachers in Ontario will be
required to pass a math proficiency test as a requirement
for their licence to teach.
Specifically, the provincial government’s new legislation
means aspiring teachers who complete their application
for a Certificate of Qualification and Registration on or after
March 31, 2020 (whether or not the application was started
before that date), must pass the mathematics proficiency
test in order to become certified. To pass the assessment,
all applicants — no matter what grades and subjects they
intend to teach — must receive a score of at least 70 per
cent. There are no equivalencies or exemptions.
The Education Quality and Accountability Office (EQAO) will
develop and mark the test and Ontario faculties of education
will administer it. While the assessment will be mandatory for
aspiring teachers, the provincial government’s legislation
won’t require current teachers to take the test. PS
To read more, visit oct-oeeo.ca/mathproficiencyassessment.

If you have questions for the College, you can now send
them through a simple-to-use interactive online form that
will help us better understand your needs and get answers
back to you faster.
Based on feedback from members and the public,
we’ve developed and launched a new, streamlined
service that makes it easier to connect with us and find
the information you need.
Ask questions on anything from the Annual General
Meeting to College publications to membership packages, retirement and tax receipts.
The online tool also means we can track every inquiry
so we can provide faster, more efficient service.
The new form will also offer simple ways to find answers
to many of the questions you may have about the College
and our services. PS
You can access this new form by visiting oct.ca and clicking
on “Ask us,” or by going directly to oct-oeeo.ca/ReachUs.
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Council Meetings
At its September 26–27, 2019, meeting, College Council:
• thanked departing Council members
Shannon Marcus, OCT, and Jean-Luc
Bernard, OCT, for their service;
• asked the Minister of Education to
amend Ontario Regulation 345/96 so
that an appointed Council member
whose term expires can be deemed
to be reappointed until a successor
takes office, if the member so agrees,
up to the maximum term limit;
• revised its protocol for mid-term
appointments to its Executive
Committee to allow newly appointed
members to join a committee immediately, by encouraging other Council
members to voluntarily resign from
one or more committees, by having
the Chair of Council appeal to individuals with a higher number of committee memberships directly, and by
having College staff encourage the
Public Appointments Secretariat to
share with prospective appointees
updated information about committee
membership, which is required as part
of Council service;
• approved revised role descriptions
for committee chairs, members and
support staff;
• revised College bylaws to eliminate
the need for Discipline Committee
panel members to approve discipline summaries for publication
in the College’s official journal,

•

•

•
•

•

•

Professionally Speaking, or have
dissenting opinions of panel
members included;
received a quarterly report from the
Registrar, which included updates
on the provincial math proficiency
test as a requirement for College
certification, funding for therapy and
counselling for student victims of
teacher sexual abuse, and a proposal
to participate in a shared services
program with other regulators;
endorsed the College’s participation
in a shared services program with
other regulators;
received a quarterly report from the
Chair of Council;
approved the professional advisory
Professional Misconduct of a Sexual
Nature as amended;
recommended to the Minister of
Education a sortition process of
professional members to populate
Council;
recommended to the Minister of
Education a non-Council committees selection process that involves:
an invitation to apply open to all
members and the public through
Professionally Speaking/Pour parler
profession; a review of all applications received by the Governance
and Nominating Committee (GNC)
against a Council-approved

New Appointment
John Cammarata

The College welcomes new Council member
John Cammarata, who was appointed to
Council in October 2019.
Cammarata is a member of the Waterloo
Regional Police Service’s Citizen’s Advisory Committee, has
served as an auxiliary police officer, as an Elections Ontario
deputy returning officer, and has taught adults in Conestoga College’s Educational Assistant program.
As a teacher with the Waterloo Region District School
Board, Cammarata co-ordinated learning strategies with
colleagues and administrators and modified curriculum for
exceptional learners. This involved everything from conflict
resolution to counselling colleagues about how to implement
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•

•

•

•

•

competency profile; interviews by
the GNC of short-listed candidates;
review and recommendation by the
GNC of recommended candidates
from the profession and public
candidates; appointment of candidates from the profession by
Council; and recommendation of
public candidates to the government by Council for appointment.
approved the further development
of a robust, transparent process
that involves the use of competencies in selecting members of
Council and/or committees based
on a competency profile and
overall matrix;
approved that the 2021 Council
election, if required, be held on
April 12, 2021;
requested that Ontario Regulations
293/00 and 345/96 include, as
a condition of taking office, the
successful completion within
the first three months following
the Council election of a governance
training program to be identified
by the Governance and Nominating
Committee;
appointed Stephen Zimmermann,
OCT, as Chair of the Quality Assurance Committee for the duration of
the term of the eighth Council; and
directed that all board-level policies
of the College be monitored and
reviewed cyclically or more
frequently as needed. PS

Special Education programs in diverse, multicultural
classrooms and presenting Special Education workshops.
Upon retiring from active teaching, he was recruited by the
board to work with hard-to-serve secondary school students.
Since 2011, Cammarata has served as a tourism counsellor with the Cambridge Chamber of Commerce, welcoming
visitors to the region and leading guided tours of Cambridge’s Toyota manufacturing facility for dignitaries,
corporate and local groups, and post-secondary business
school students. He was a guest events host at the Winter
Olympics in Vancouver in 2010, serves as a member of his
church’s local outreach committee, and has been a committee member of Waterloo Region’s leadership program.
Cammarata has a masters of education from the State
University of New York at Buffalo and was certified to teach
in Ontario in 1975.

INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE CASE STUDY

What Would You Do?
The College’s Investigation Committee considers all complaints made to
the College about its members and
reviews all information resulting
from investigations. The committee
can dismiss a complaint or refer the
matter, in whole or in part, to the
Discipline or Fitness to Practise
committees for a hearing.
The Investigation Committee may
also caution or admonish the member in
writing or in person, or provide written
reminders or advice, or ratify a Memorandum of Agreement reached through
the complaint resolution process.
By law, cases under investigation
are confidential. For the education
of members, the following account,
based on facts from real cases, raises
important questions about teacher
conduct, such as what is appropriate
and what is not. Details have been
altered to respect confidentiality.

The College Registrar initiated a
complaint against Sandy, a high
school music teacher.
The allegations included the following:
• removing students from their
classrooms to make personal
cellphone calls on her behalf;
• encouraging students to breach
school policy on cellphone use; and
• not adequately supervising students.
It was alleged that Sandy asked for
volunteers with cellphones to come to a
room adjacent to the music classroom
where they proceeded to repeatedly
dial a number belonging to a financial
institution. They did so, unsupervised,
while Sandy taught a class.
Sandy acknowledges that she asked
students to volunteer to use their
cellphones to try and contact a
financial adviser, but denied that it
was ever her intention to deliberately
violate school policy on cellphone use.

She also regularly opened the room
adjacent to the music room to observe
the students and ensured that she
was standing in close proximity to
the room door.
If you were a member of the Investigation Committee panel, what would
you have issued to this teacher:
• an admonishment in person
(most severe)
• a written admonishment
• a written caution
• written advice
• a written reminder (least severe)
THE OUTCOME
The panel decided to caution
Sandy in writing. The panel was
of the opinion that Sandy did
not fulfil the requirement of
adequate supervision. PS

connected
Retiring Soon? Stay
with your profession.
PROTECT AND PRESERVE YOUR PROFESSIONAL
STATUS AS AN ONTARIO CERTIFIED TEACHER.
Maintain your membership in good standing to:
• participate in surveys and focus groups;
• participate in pre-service program accreditations
and Additional Qualification course development;
• return to a teaching assignment;
• receive monthly updates via Your College and You;
• learn about legal and regulatory matters
affecting the profession;
• continue your access to the Margaret Wilson
professional library;
• continue to receive Professionally Speaking;
• nominate, run and vote in Council elections;* and
• continue to use the OCT professional
designation and more.
* You must be a member in good standing and work a minimum
of 10 days in the year prior to an election to participate.

Plan to retire and
never teach again?
A quick note lets us know to change
your official status on the public
register to “Retired.” Or complete and
submit the “Notice of Retirement”
form at oct.ca to avoid the “Suspended
— Non-payment of fees” status and
enjoy life as an acknowledged —
retired — teacher.

Keep your
membership
alive. Share
your experience.
Visit the
Members’ area
(oct.ca/members)
to find out how.
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Discipline Summaries
Three-member panels of the Discipline
Committee conduct public hearings
into cases of alleged incompetence or
professional misconduct. Panels are
composed of elected and appointed
Council members. The certificate of
a member found to be incompetent or
guilty of professional misconduct may
be revoked, suspended, and/or made
subject to terms, conditions or limitations. In findings of professional
misconduct, the committee may also
reprimand, admonish or counsel the
member, impose a fine, and order the
member to pay costs.
Summaries of recent disciplinary
cases are published on the following
pages. Where the name of an employer
is withheld, it is typically to protect the
identity of students or to comply with
a publication ban ordered by a court or
the tribunal. Copies of the full decisions
are available at oct.ca  Members 
Complaints and Discipline  Decisions.
The College publishes professional
advisories, available at oct-oeeo.ca/
advisories, which are intended to
inform members’ professional judgment and practice. For more information about the Ethical Standards for
the Teaching Profession, please visit
oct-oeeo.ca/ethical.
MEMBER Christina Marie Albini
REGISTRATION NO 453340
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of Christina Marie Albini,
a teacher formerly employed by the
Windsor-Essex Catholic District
School Board, for sexually abusing
a male student.
Licensed to teach in June 2002,
Albini did not attend the hearing
on May 7, 2019, and had no legal
representation.
Albini and the student exchanged
messages and pictures of a sexual
nature and met at her home to engage
in sexual intercourse.
In a criminal court, Albini was
sentenced to 12 months’ incarceration
followed by three years’ probation.
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She was also made the subject of a
number of ancillary orders.
The Discipline Committee panel
found her guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke her Certificate of Qualification and Registration. It also directed
that she receive a written reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Committee is satisfied
that the penalty is appropriate in the
circumstances and meets the principle of serving and protecting the
public interest.”
MEMBER Jean-Christophe Béarez
REGISTRATION NO 424071
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions
A Discipline Committee panel suspended the certificate of Jean-Christophe Béarez, a teacher employed by
the Conseil des écoles catholiques du
Centre-Est, for inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on April 3, 2019. Neither Béarez, who
was certified to teach in June 1999, nor
his legal counsel attended the hearing.
Béarez behaved inappropriately and
made inappropriate remarks to three
teachers. His conduct showed poor
professional judgment and constituted sexual harassment.
The Discipline Committee panel
found Béarez guilty of professional
misconduct and ordered that his
teaching certificate be suspended for
six months. He was directed to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
The panel also ordered him to
successfully complete, at his own
expense, three courses on professional ethics, maintaining appropriate
boundaries and effective interpersonal communication. He needs to do
so prior to accepting any position for
which a Certificate of Qualification
and Registration is required.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Member’s inappropriate
and repeated conduct occurred over
several school years, involved several
colleagues and damaged the reputation of the teaching profession.”

MEMBER Rachel Elizabeth Crowther
REGISTRATION NO 477479
DECISION Revocation
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the teaching certificate of Rachel
Elizabeth Crowther, a teacher formerly
employed by the Durham District
School Board, for engaging in an
inappropriate personal relationship
with a male student over the course
of several months.
Certified to teach in June 2004,
Crowther did not attend the hearing
on March 20, 2019, but had legal
representation.
Crowther’s conduct involved extreme
boundary violations, which included:
• exchanging about 5,000–6,000 text
messages of a personal nature with
the student over approximately
four months;
• spending time together alone at her
home where the student occasionally babysat her child;
• driving the student in her car;
• going for walks (including alone in a
forest) or for coffee together;
• making lunches for the student and
including personal notes in them; and
• texting the student at night, saying
“good night” and “I love you.”
Crowther abruptly ended the personal
relationship with the student after her
husband discovered the text messages.
The cessation of the relationship was
emotionally distressing to the student.
The panel found Crowther guilty of
professional misconduct and ordered
that her Certificate of Qualification
and Registration be revoked.
In its decision, the panel stated,
“The Member ought to have known
that her behaviour with the Student
was very inappropriate and that it
could be confusing and emotionally
distressing for the Student. The
Member’s conduct also undermined
the public’s trust in the teaching
profession, and therefore reflects
poorly on the profession as a whole.”
MEMBER Martin Frederick S. Danio
REGISTRATION NO 240729
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
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A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of Martin Frederick S.
Danio, a teacher formerly employed by
the Peel District School Board, for
criminal conduct.
Danio was licensed to teach in June
1974. He did not attend the hearing
on April 12, 2019, and had no legal
representation.
He was found guilty in a criminal
court of one count of possession of
child pornography.
He was sentenced to a 15-month
custodial sentence, less credit for
pretrial custody, to be followed by 18
months’ probation. He was also made
subject to a number of ancillary orders.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke his Certificate of Qualification and Registration. It also directed
that he receive a reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “His disgraceful, dishonourable and unprofessional conduct has
jeopardized the public’s perception of
teachers in the province and must be
denounced in the strongest terms.”
MEMBER A. Jay Fiocca
REGISTRATION NO 190848
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of A. Jay Fiocca, a
teacher formerly employed by the
Niagara Catholic District School
Board, for criminal conduct.
Fiocca was licensed to teach in
April 1996. He did not attend the
hearing on May 15, 2019, and had
no legal representation.
He was found guilty in a criminal
court of possession of child pornography. He was sentenced to six months
of imprisonment, received a three-year
probation order, and was made subject
to a number of ancillary orders.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke his Certificate of Qualifica-

tion and Registration. It also directed
that he receive a reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Committee denounces
the Member’s misconduct in the
strongest terms.”
MEMBER Vasilios Georgiopoulos
REGISTRATION NO 515861
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions
A Discipline Committee panel suspended the certificate of Vasilios
Georgiopoulos, a teacher employed
by the Simcoe County District School
Board, for inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on May 23, 2019. Georgiopoulos, who
was certified to teach in March 2007,
did not attend the hearing but had
legal representation.
Georgiopoulos yelled at students,
and used his cellphone and fell asleep
during instructional time.
The Discipline Committee panel
found Georgiopoulos guilty of
professional misconduct and
ordered that his teaching certificate
be suspended for one month. He was
directed to appear before the panel
to receive a reprimand and to do so
immediately following the hearing or
within 90 days of the date of the
order.
The panel also ordered him to
successfully complete, at his own
expense, a course on maintaining
appropriate professional boundaries
with students. He needs to do so
within 90 days of the date he returns
to or starts a position for which a
Certificate of Qualification and
Registration is required.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Members of the profession
are expected to be role models for
students and to promote student
learning. They should be engaged in
their lessons and make good use of
instructional time.”
MEMBER Shawn David Alan James, OCT
REGISTRATION NO 594443
DECISION Reprimand, conditions

A Discipline Committee panel reprimanded Shawn David Alan James,
a teacher employed by the Kawartha
Pine Ridge District School Board, for
a pattern of inappropriate classroom
management.
This matter was heard by the panel on
April 2, 2019. James, who was certified
to teach in June 2010, attended the
hearing with his legal counsel.
On several occasions, James demonstrated a failure to use appropriate
classroom management techniques,
and his interactions with students
were unnecessarily aggressive.
The Discipline Committee panel
found James guilty of professional
misconduct and directed him to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
It also ordered him to successfully
complete, at his own expense, a
course on classroom management.
He must do so prior to returning to a
teaching position or to any position
requiring a Certificate of Qualification
and Registration.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Members of the teaching
profession are expected to promote
safe and supportive learning environments and to model appropriate,
respectful and professional behaviour.
By failing to adequately supervise
students, by using physical interventions to address student behaviour, and
by using a sharp voice with students in
front of their peers, the Member failed
to meet these expectations.”
MEMBER Ryan Edward Jarvis
REGISTRATION NO 506091
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of Ryan Edward Jarvis,
a teacher formerly employed by the
Thames Valley District School Board,
for egregious conduct.
Jarvis was licensed to teach in July
2006. He had no legal representation
and did not attend the hearing on
April 8, 2019.
Jarvis targeted, observed and
objectified students by video recordDecember 2019 Professionally Speaking
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ing intimate parts of their bodies
for a sexual purpose. He did so over
a period of two years.
He was convicted of voyeurism by
the Supreme Court of Canada. The
Court held that Jarvis had made the
video recordings of the students in
circumstances that gave rise to a
reasonable expectation of privacy.
Initially, Jarvis was acquitted of
voyeurism by the Superior Court of
Justice (Ontario), whose decision
was upheld by the Court of Appeal
(Ontario), after using a pen camera
to take secret videos of his female
students at school. The College
intervened at the Supreme Court
to argue for strong protections for
student privacy in learning environments under the Criminal Code.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke his Certificate of Qualification and Registration. It also directed
that he receive a written reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Member’s criminal
conduct was sexually abusive and
completely unacceptable. By engaging
in this behaviour, the Member has
undermined the reputation of the
teaching profession.”
MEMBER Kristen Michelle Johnson
REGISTRATION NO 439280
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions
A Discipline Committee panel suspended the certificate of Kristen
Michelle Johnson (also known as
Kristen Michelle Tamburrino), a
teacher employed by the District
School Board of Niagara, for unethical and dishonest conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on April 11, 2019. Johnson, who was
certified to teach in June 2001, did
not attend the hearing but had legal
representation.
Johnson falsified her attendance
records when she reported two consecutive absent days as “Family Care
Days.” She improperly used those days
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to participate in the Boston Marathon.
This is Johnson’s second matter
before the Discipline Committee.
The Discipline Committee panel
found her guilty of professional misconduct and ordered that her teaching
certificate be suspended for three
months. She was directed to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
The panel also ordered her to
successfully complete, at her own
expense, a course on professional
ethics. She needs to do so no later
than 90 days prior to commencing or
resuming any teaching position for
which a Certificate of Qualification
and Registration is required.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Member’s falsification of
her attendance records and deception
to her employer demonstrate a significant lapse in professional judgment.”
MEMBER Terry Ann M. Laforge
REGISTRATION NO 204242
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions, undertaking
A Discipline Committee panel suspended the certificate of Terry Ann M.
Laforge, a teacher formerly employed
by the Thames Valley District School
Board, for engaging in an ongoing
pattern of inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on June 3, 2019. Laforge, who was
certified to teach in June 1993, did
not attend the hearing but had legal
representation.
Laforge’s misconduct included:
• making inappropriate comments
to students;
• failing to maintain professional
boundaries;
• encouraging students to fight;
• attending meetings while under
the influence of alcohol;
• causing a student to fall to the
ground; and
• making a racist comment to
a taxi driver.
The Discipline Committee panel
found her guilty of professional
misconduct and ordered that her
teaching certificate be suspended

for one month. She appeared
before the panel by video conference
immediately after the hearing to
receive a reprimand.
The panel also ordered her to
successfully complete, at her own
expense, a course(s) on appropriate
boundaries and supervision. She
needs to do so prior to starting or
resuming any teaching position or
any position for which a Certificate
of Qualification and Registration
is required.
Laforge also entered into an
“undertaking and acknowledgment”
with the College, which sets out
conditions that must be met before
she can hold a position for which a
certificate is required.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Given the ongoing and
repeated nature and severity of the
Member’s conduct, the Committee
finds that a one-month suspension
is reasonable and appropriate.”
MEMBER Joel Robert Lewsaw
REGISTRATION NO 197828
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions
A Discipline Committee panel suspended the certificate of Joel Robert
Lewsaw, a teacher employed by the
Greater Essex County District School
Board, for inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on May 17, 2019. Lewsaw, who was
certified to teach in June 1995,
attended the hearing with his
legal counsel.
Lewsaw made comments to students that were of an inappropriate
and racial nature, including comments
regarding a student’s sexual orientation. He also created a class list with
nicknames or descriptions of students
with a derogatory and/or sexual
overtone, and used profanity.
The Discipline Committee panel
found Lewsaw guilty of professional
misconduct and ordered that his
teaching certificate be suspended for
four months. He was directed to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
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The panel also ordered him to
successfully complete, at his own
expense, a course on classroom
communication and boundaries.
He needs to do so within 90 days
of its order.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Members of the profession
are expected to maintain appropriate
boundaries with students at all times,
to act as positive role models and to
create safe and supportive learning
communities.”
MEMBER Martine Marie Mackenzie
REGISTRATION NO 211970
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions
A Discipline Committee panel suspended the certificate of Martine Marie
Mackenzie, a teacher formerly employed
by the District School Board of Niagara,
for submitting false health-care claims.
This matter was heard by the panel on
April 12, 2019. Neither Mackenzie, who
was certified to teach in November 1993,
nor her lawyer attended the hearing.
Mackenzie submitted multiple false
health-care claims over a period of five
years and received payment for the
false claims in the amount of $13,280.
The Discipline Committee panel
found her guilty of professional misconduct and ordered that her teaching
certificate be suspended for nine
months. She was directed to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
The panel also ordered her to
successfully complete, at her own
expense, a course on ethics. She needs
to do so if she returns to teaching.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Though the Member’s
conduct did not directly involve
students, it has nevertheless undermined the public’s confidence in
teachers and tarnished the reputation
of the teaching profession.”
MEMBER Tahir Mahmood
REGISTRATION NO 620232
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions
A Discipline Committee panel sus-

pended the certificate of College
member Tahir Mahmood for failing to
maintain appropriate professional
boundaries with a female student.
This matter was heard by the panel
on April 2, 2019. Mahmood, who was
certified to teach in February 2013,
did not attend the hearing and did
not have legal representation.
Mahmood abused his position and
failed to maintain appropriate boundaries over a period of six months by:
• picking the student up in his car in
the evening and taking her for ice
cream and sweets alone, without the
consent of the student’s guardian;
• discussing personal issues with her,
including her views on dating;
• texting about personal issues
outside school hours; and
• permitting her to pinch his hand
at school or in the car.
He also attempted to assist the
student with her mental health issues
without informing or consulting with
the school’s administration or the
student’s guardian.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and ordered that his
teaching certificate be suspended for
three months. He was directed to
appear before it to receive a reprimand and needs to do so within three
months of the panel’s order.
The panel also ordered him to
successfully complete, at his own
expense, a course on boundary
violations. He needs to do so within
four months of the panel’s order.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “It is inappropriate for members of the profession to develop
personal relationships with students.”
MEMBER Jeffery Murdock Morrison, OCT
REGISTRATION NO 520999
DECISION Reprimand, conditions
A Discipline Committee panel reprimanded Jeffery Murdock Morrison,
a teacher employed by the Peel District
School Board, for inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on June 4, 2019. Morrison, who was

certified to teach in July 2007, attended
the hearing with his legal counsel.
As part of a class project, Morrison
made available a step-by-step instruction manual to his students on how to
make and inject crystal methamphetamine, a strong and highly addictive drug.
The Discipline Committee panel
found Morrison guilty of professional
misconduct and directed him to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
The panel also ordered him to
successfully complete, at his own
expense, a course covering appropriate
professional boundaries and teaching
approaches based on an understanding of adolescent development.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Member should have …
reviewed the content of the article to
ensure that it was age appropriate and
that it was pedagogically appropriate,
before sharing it with students.”
MEMBER Towhid Noman, OCT
REGISTRATION NO 263312
DECISION Reprimand, conditions
A Discipline Committee panel reprimanded Towhid Noman, a teacher
employed by the Toronto District School
Board, for inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on May 14, 2019. Neither Noman, who
was certified to teach in June 1994, nor
his legal counsel attended the hearing.
Noman engaged in sustained and
persistent efforts to disparage an
individual’s personal and professional
reputation in the community.
He sent many emails to the College
and various government authorities in
Canada and abroad, and repeated his
claims about this individual in the press.
The Discipline Committee panel
found Noman guilty of professional
misconduct and directed him to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
The panel also ordered him to successfully complete, at his own expense,
a course in professional ethics. He must
do so prior to starting or returning to any
teaching position requiring his Certificate of Qualification and Registration.
In its written decision, the panel
December 2019 Professionally Speaking
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stated, “The coursework will remind the
Member of his obligations as a professional colleague and will help him to
make better decisions in any future
interactions with fellow teachers, the
educational community and the public.”
MEMBER Jeffrey Claude Pilon
REGISTRATION NO 618266
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of Jeffrey Claude Pilon, a
teacher formerly employed by the
Rainbow District School Board, for
sexually abusing a female student.
Licensed to teach in July 2011,
Pilon did not attend the hearing on
November 14, 2018, but had legal
representation. Pilon began an
inappropriate personal relationship
with the student, which developed into
a sexual relationship about one month
later. He engaged in sexual intercourse
with the student and instructed her not
to disclose the relationship to others.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke his Certificate of Qualification and Registration. It also directed
that he receive a written reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Member’s misconduct
has undermined the reputation of
the teaching profession, and has
seriously broken the trust that
parents, students and the public
place in teachers.”

MEMBER Christopher Anthony
Prest, OCT
REGISTRATION NO 432495
DECISION Reprimand, conditions
A Discipline Committee panel reprimanded Christopher Prest, a teacher
employed by the District School Board
of Niagara, for using inappropriate
language with students.
This matter was heard by the panel on
April 29, 2019. Prest, who was certified
to teach in August 2000, attended the
hearing with his legal counsel.
Prest made offensive, demeaning
and disrespectful comments in the
presence of students.
The Discipline Committee panel found
Prest guilty of professional misconduct
and directed him to appear before it to
receive a reprimand.
The panel also ordered him to
successfully complete, at his own
expense, a course in professional
boundaries/boundary violations and
a course on anger management. He
must do so within 90 days of its order.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Members of the teaching
profession are expected to serve as
positive role models and to maintain
appropriate professional boundaries
with students.”
MEMBER Gary George Somerfield
REGISTRATION NO 169611
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of Gary George Somer-
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field, a teacher formerly employed by
the Lakehead District School Board,
for criminal conduct.
Somerfield was licensed to teach
in June 1986. He did not attend the
hearing on April 29, 2019, and had no
legal representation.
He pleaded guilty in a criminal court
to possession of child pornography.
He was sentenced to six months of
imprisonment, three years’ probation,
and was made subject to a number of
ancillary orders.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke his Certificate of Qualification and Registration. It also directed
that he receive a reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Committee is satisfied
that the penalty is appropriate in the
circumstances and meets the principle of serving and protecting the
public interest.”
MEMBER Michael Sperling
REGISTRATION NO 563124
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of Michael Sperling,
a teacher formerly employed by the
Waterloo Region District School
Board, for criminal conduct.
He was licensed to teach in May 2009.
He did not attend the hearing on April 30,
2019, and had no legal representation.
Sperling and a female student
exchanged sexual photos, phone
calls, videos and text messages. Their
relationship escalated to fondling,
kissing, oral sex and intercourse. He also
exchanged text messages of a sexual
nature with another female student.
In a criminal court, he was found
guilty of sexual interference and luring
a child. He was sentenced to two years’
incarceration, three years’ probation
and a number of ancillary orders.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke his Certificate of Qualifica-
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tion and Registration. It also directed
that he receive a reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Member’s misconduct
has greatly undermined the public’s
trust in the teaching profession.”
MEMBER Joseph Keith Turner, OCT
REGISTRATION NO 245305
DECISION Reprimand, conditions
A Discipline Committee panel reprimanded Joseph Keith Turner, a
teacher formerly employed by the
Toronto District School Board, for
inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel on
April 8, 2019. Turner, who was certified
to teach in June 1989, attended the
hearing with his legal counsel.
Turner failed to maintain appropriate
professional boundaries with a female
student when he made unsupportive
and embarrassing comments to her in
front of her peers.
The Discipline Committee panel found
him guilty of professional misconduct
and directed him to appear before it to
receive a reprimand.
It also ordered him to successfully
complete, at his own expense, a
course in appropriate boundaries. He
must do so prior to starting or resuming a teaching position or any position
for which a Certificate of Qualification
and Registration is required.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Through his interactions with
the Student, the Member showed a
lack of professional judgment.”
MEMBER Hans Edouard Unruh
REGISTRATION NO 239790
DECISION Revocation, reprimand
A Discipline Committee panel revoked
the Certificate of Qualification and
Registration of Hans Edouard Unruh,
a teacher formerly employed by the
Niagara Catholic District School
Board, for criminal conduct.
Unruh was licensed to teach in
November 1992. He did not attend the
hearing on June 3, 2019, and had no
legal representation.
He was found guilty of one count of

sexual exploitation in a criminal court.
The Discipline Committee panel
found him guilty of professional
misconduct and directed the Registrar
to revoke his Certificate of Qualification
and Registration. It also directed that
he receive a reprimand.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “The Committee is satisfied
that the penalty is appropriate in the
circumstances and meets the principle of serving and protecting the
public interest.”
MEMBER Jennifer Louise Wilson, OCT
REGISTRATION NO 437354
DECISION Reprimand, conditions
A Discipline Committee panel reprimanded Jennifer Louise Wilson, a
teacher employed by the Toronto District
School Board, for inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel on
May 6, 2019. Wilson, who was certified
to teach in June 2000, attended the
hearing with her legal counsel.
Wilson’s misconduct included:
• inappropriate communication with
students through social media;
• inappropriate comments about
students and a colleague; and
• preferential treatment toward
certain students.
The Discipline Committee panel
found Wilson guilty of professional
misconduct and directed her to appear
before it to receive a reprimand.
It also ordered her to successfully
complete, at her own expense, a course
regarding professional boundaries
and the appropriate use of electronic
communication and social media.
She must do so within 90 days of
the panel’s order.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Members of the teaching
profession are expected to maintain
professional boundaries with students
at all times and to behave as role
models. The Member failed to meet
these expectations by making disparaging comments about students and
a colleague, and by encouraging a
student to act violently. Members of the
profession are also expected to treat

students equitably and with respect.
It is completely inappropriate for a
member to make demeaning comments
about one student to another student.”
MEMBER Matthew Francis Chong Yen
REGISTRATION NO 278008
DECISION Suspension, reprimand,
conditions, costs
A Discipline Committee panel suspended the certificate of Matthew
Francis Chong Yen, a teacher employed by the Toronto District School
Board, for inappropriate conduct.
This matter was heard by the panel
on December 12 and 13, 2018. Chong
Yen, who was certified to teach in
August 1997, did not attend the hearing
and had no legal representation.
Chong Yen used inappropriate
language in the classroom, demeaned
students, and modelled rude and
inappropriate behaviour.
The Discipline Committee panel found
him guilty of professional misconduct
and ordered that his teaching certificate
be suspended for three months. He was
directed to appear before it to receive a
reprimand, and must do so within three
months of the panel’s order.
The panel also ordered him to successfully complete, at his own expense,
a course on anger management and a
course on professional boundaries with
a focus on sensitivity toward students.
He needs to do so prior to starting a
teaching position or any position for
which a Certificate of Qualification and
Registration is required.
He was also ordered to pay $10,000
in costs as he was unco-operative
with the College and refused to engage
in the discipline process.
In its written decision, the panel
stated, “Members of the profession
must control their emotions and
maintain their composure, even when
dealing with challenging issues in
the classroom.” PS
Copies of the full decisions are
available at oct-oeeo.ca/decisions.
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Goal Oriented
Two-time Olympic gold medallist Cassie
Campbell-Pascall shares how being taught
the value of hard work shaped her remarkable success in hockey and beyond.
BY LAURA BICKLE

• Born in Richmond Hill, Ont., Nov. 22, 1973
• Attended kindergarten in Richmond Hill
• Moved to Ramsey, N.J., for Grades 1 and 2. Started playing
hockey on a boys’ hockey team in New Jersey at age seven
• Moved to Brampton, Ont., and joined a girls’ hockey team
• Went to five Brampton public schools between Grades 3 and 12
• Studied sociology and nutrition at the University of
Guelph, graduating in 1997
• Won 17 gold and four silver medals with Canada’s national
women’s hockey teams (including Olympic gold in 2002 and
2006, and Olympic silver in 1998)
• Was captain of Canada’s National Women’s Team from
2001 to her retirement in 2006
• Is an analyst for Sportsnet and Hockey Night in Canada,
and for TSN’s women’s hockey coverage
• Lives in Calgary with husband Brad Pascall, assistant
general manager of the Calgary Flames, and their
daughter, Brooke

Describe yourself in high school.
Focused, troublesome, athletic.
What were your favourite subjects?
History and gym.
What was your most
challenging subject?
Math.
Who are your favourite
historical figures?
Lucy Maud Montgomery. We’re
actually related. She got married in
the house my dad grew up in in PEI.
As a student, what career path
did you dream of following?
Forensic psychologist. And then
I thought I might be a teacher.
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What natural gift did you wish to
possess during your school days?
A photographic memory. I had to study
hard because I didn’t have retention.
What do you wish you had been
taught in school but weren’t?
Life skills: money, banking, investments.
My favourite way to spend recess was …
Dodgeball or whatever sport was
going on.
My favourite school lunch was …
Food from the Jamaican store near
my high school.
My favourite extracurricular
activities were …
Basketball, hockey and soccer.
The thing I learned in kindergarten
that still applies to my life today is …
How to be respectful. I wasn’t great

at academics, but I loved school and
interacting with people.
Fondest school-related memory?
The Grade 8 play. I was Rizzo in
Grease. I had a solo. I learned how
much work it takes to really succeed.
Strongest memory from your
graduation day?
I was the valedictorian in Grade 8.
I was so proud to represent my peers.
Best advice that a teacher gave you
during your school years that you
still think of?
One time, I went to my science teacher
for extra help and complained about
how the subject seemed to come so
easily to other students. He said that
other students feel that way when
they see me do sports. We all have our
strengths and we all have to work
harder at some things than others. PS
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Describe yourself in elementary
school in three words.
Adventurous. Loud. All over the map.

It’s never too early
(or too late!)
to get planning.
Sign up for RTO/ERO’s FREE
retirement planning workshops
and plan the adventure
of a lifetime.

rto-ero.org/retirement-planning

Who should sign up?
Employees from the broader education community (early
years, K-12, post-secondary, etc.) within 5 years of expected
retirement… or anyone else who wants to learn more about
retirement planning.
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